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Abstract
Uncertainty measure is one of the most significant concepts and fundamental issues in
granular computing. Nowadays, there have been extensive studies on various uncertainty
measures for quantifying diverse properties and associations of granules and granular
structures. However, there is a lack of a systematic study for uncertain measures. Based
on a trilevel thinking framework, this paper presents a systematic review and analysis of
uncertainty measures used in partition-based models of granular computing. At an object
level, a granule level and a granular structure level, we categorize uncertainty measures for
describing the properties and the associations of objects, granules, and partitions respectively. Moreover, we illustrate how to construct an uncertainty measure at a higher level
from a lower level. At last, we discuss several potential directions to design other new
uncertainty measures for partition-based granular computing.
Keywords Trilevel thinking · Three-way decision · Partition-based granular computing ·
Uncertainty measure · Complexity measure

1 Introduction
Granular computing has emerged as a new theory of structured thinking, problem-solving
and information-processing (Yao 2016). As a human-inspired paradigm, granular computing is deeply rooted in artificial intelligence (Yao 2011) and has given rise to new ways to
understand and solve complicated real-world problems (Ding et al. 2015; Rowley 2007;
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Ackoof 1989; Bargiela and Pedrycz 2002; Liang et al. 2015). There are two basic notions
in granular computing, i.e., granulations and computations. Given a universe of objects,
granulations involve dividing the universe into subsets or grouping individual objects into
clusters to form a granulated universe, whereas computations in the granulated universe
only consider highly relevant essentials and ignores irrelevant details. Fundamental topics
of granular computing are usually related to fundamental topics of artificial intelligence,
such as abstractions, knowledge representations (Giunchglia and Walsh 1992), reasonings,
natural language understanding (Mani 1998), and data mining (Bai et al. 2019).
Granular computing makes effective use of multiple levels of granularities and abstractions in understanding and problem-solving procedures. The granularity of individual and
a group of granules plays a fundamental role and is related to the complexity of problemsolving (Yao 2019; Singh and Kumar 2017) procedures. Various types of associations
and groups of granules act as another fundamental notion of granular computing. Granular computing crucially relies on these associations. Some of the primary tasks related
to granularities and associations include designing uncertainty measures for quantifying
properties of granules, and quantifying different types of associations. Although an extensive body of research exists, there is a lack of a systematic study framework. Thus, the two
objectives of this paper are to propose a trilevel framework and to review main results on
uncertainty measures within the framework.
The trilevel framework is motivated by three-way decisions (3WD) initiated by (Yao
2012, 2018, 2020, 2021). The principles of thinking, working and processing in threes are
deeply rooted in human problem-solving procedures and are practiced across plenty of disciplines. By viewing a complex whole as three parts, it is possible to reduce cognitive and
information overloads, and turning complexities into simplicities. The 3WD theory focuses
on a philosophy of thinking in threes, a methodology of working with threes, and a mechanism of processing through threes. In the last few years, there have been fast-growing
interests in the theory and practice of 3WD. By associating threes with different meanings,
there are many concrete and practical 3WD models and methods. For instance, three-way
classification (Zhang et al. 2022; Hu 2022; Cabitza et al. 2017; Li et al. 2017c; Zhang and
Yao 2017), three-way clustering (Afridi et al. 2018; Yu et al. 2016), three-way recommendation (Zhang et al. 2022; Zhang and Min 2016; Azam and Yao 2014), three-way concept
analysis Qi et al. 2016, 2022; Ren and Wei 2016; Singh 2017), three-way conflict analysis
(Lang et al. 2017; Zhang and Chen 2022), and others (Li et al. 2017a, b; Huang et al. 2017;
Liu et al. 2016; Liang et al. 2021). As a specific concrete model, (Yao 2019) recently discussed a framework of trilevel thinking, in which a whole is interpreted and investigated at
three levels.
In fact, 3WD in general and specific trilevel thinking has been applied to granular computing. When we interpret the three in 3WD as three granules, we have models of threeway granular computing (Yao 2018). The triarchic theory of granular computing (Yao
2016) may be viewed as an example of trilevel thinking. That is, granular computing can
be explored from three perspectives at three levels: (a) the philosophical level of structured
thinking, (b) the methodological level of structured problem-solving procedures, (c) the
implementational level of structured information-processing. In this paper, we adopt the
concept of trilevel thinking to propose a trilevel framework for reviewing and analyzing
uncertainty measures in partition-based granular computing.
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Table 1  Three levels of granular computing and the individual’s research issues
Level

Main research issues

Objects

(a) Descriptions and interpretations of objects

Granules

Granular structures

(b) Relationships between objects
(a) Constructions and interpretations of granules
(b) Relationships between granules
(c) Qualitative characterizations of granules
(d) Quantitative measures of granules
(a) Constructions and interpretations of granular structures
(b) Relationships between granular structures
(c) Qualitative characterizations of granular structures
(d) Quantitative measures of granular structures

As shown in Table 1, the proposed trilevel framework consists of the following three levels:
(1) the object level, (2) the granule level, (3) the granular structure level. The trilevel framework naturally reflects a bottom-up constructive process of forming a granule by a group of
objects and forming a granular structure by a group of granules. For simplicity, we take a
simple set-theoretic view of the granulation structures in this paper (Yao et al. 2012). With
respect to a universe of objects, a granule is a subset of objects satisfying some conditions, and
a granular structure is a family of granules satisfying some constraints.
With the trilevel model, we are able to ask different questions and investigate different
issues at different levels, as summarized by the second column of Table 1. The first two issues
lay a solid foundation for problem-solving procedures in granular computing. The third one
analyzes the qualitative characterizations for learning more on the construction properties of
the concrete granular computing. Furthermore, the last issue provides a direct and quantitative
way for executing the granular computing-based method. In most cases, particularly in artificial intelligence fields, quantitative uncertainty measures are applied to be heuristic information for guiding the steps, numerical indexes for assessing the performances of different granular computing methods, and some other functions. These significant uncertainty measures at
different levels are true with some common features and strong connections. Although many
uncertain measures have been constructed for various applications, little effort has been made
to investigate their nature and close links. Consequently, in light of partition-based granular
computing, we aim to provide a systematic study of uncertainty measures for trilevel in this
paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 proposes a trilevel framework for
studying granules and granular structures in a partition-based setting of granular computing.
This provides a foundation to analyze the uncertain measures in the bottom-up style. Section 3
reviews and categorizes six types of measures on granules: granularities, complexities, subsethood, overlaps, similarities and distance measures, the first two of which are property measures, and the rest are related measures of associations. Based on the results of Sect. 3, Sect. 4
examines the corresponding uncertainty measures on partitions (i.e., a particular class of
granular structures). It also discusses the constructive methods for designing these measures.
Finally, Sect. 5 summarizes the discussions of the paper and points out possible directions for
future researches.
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2 A trilevel framework for modelling information granulations
In this section, we introduce a trilevel framework to study the concept and process of
information granulations in a set-theoretic setting. We explain the three levels of a partition-based model in an information table, i.e., the object level, the granule level and the
granular-structure level. This trilevel framework serves as a basis for a critical analysis of
uncertainty measures in the rest of the paper.

2.1 The object/granule/granular‑structure trilevel hierarchy
Information granulation is a process of grouping objects with similar features together into
granules to process the information more quickly and less costly via granules rather than
individual objects. The power of granular computing increases efficiencies and decreases
the information processing costs by information granulations, which motivates us to introduce a simple trilevel framework for describing granular computing’s core notions.
In order to explore particular methods of 3WD, (Yao 2019) proposed and discussed
a general model of trilevel thinking. The main ideas are to investigate and understand a
whole in terms of three levels. Motivated by trilevel thinking, we can immediately arrange
main notions of granular computing into three levels, as shown in Fig. 1. The three levels
of objects, granules and granular structures naturally form a hierarchy and provide a solid
structural foundation for granular computing. The three levels are connected by two processes, i.e., the process of information granulations generates granules from the bottom
level to granules in the middle, and the process of structure extractions produces granular
structures in the top level from the middle level.
An object is a concerning abstract or a specific element with some properties or attributes, which are usually domain-dependent with various forms adapted to practical applications. The object-level that consists of all objects from a universe serves as the initial state
or the starting point for problem-solving procedures.
A granule is viewed as a set of objects in a universe. It is formed problem-specifically and closely relied on available knowledge. In many situations, objects in the same
granule are grouped based on their relationships, such as indistinguishability, similarity,
proximity or functionality (Liang and Qian 2008; Qian et al. 2014; Yao 2004; Pal et al.
2017). Correspondingly, equivalent classes, similar classes, functional groups or many

Fig. 1  A trilevel hierarchy of
granular computing
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other forms are the granules in realistic applications. The granule-level offers granules
as a processing unit to remove the unrelated details for better solving practical problems.
A granular structure is a mathematical structure of the collection of granules that
cover the whole universal set (Yao 2016; Qian et al. 2014; Yao et al. 2013). We usually build up granular structures from various kinds of relations according to different
targets of problem-solving procedures. The partition, cover and neighborhood system of
a universe are three common-used granular structures yielded from an equivalence relation, a tolerance relation, and a neighborhood relation, respectively. A granular structure gives a partial, fragmentary understanding of the problem. In addition, the granular
structure-level provides multiple views for solving the current issue, which avoids the
potential pitfalls caused by the bias of a single view (Yao 2018).
The above-described objects, granules and granular structures constitute the bottom,
middle and top level of granular computing (see Fig. 1). Granules are constructed with
individual objects as elements, and they are also used to form granular structures as
elements in them. A granular computing approach often starts from the bottom level
(objects), solves the problem with the granulated units from the middle level (granules), and finally evaluates the performances on the top-level (granular structures). In
order to illustrate the trilevel hierarchy given above, we thereafter introduce the trilevel
understanding of the simplest and widely used partition-based granular computing in an
information table.

2.2 A trilevel understanding of partition‑based granular computing
A partition is recognized as the simplest granular structure in a universal set (Yao 2004,
2001; Yao and Zhao 2012). In partition-based granular computing, equivalence classes
are interpreted as granules and partitions as granular structures referring to the general
granular computing (see Fig. 2). In this subsection, we discuss the corresponding levels
of partition-based granular computing and describe their construction mechanism in the
context of information tables.

Fig. 2  The trilevel hierarchical construction comparison between the general granular computing and the
partition-based granular computing
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2.2.1 Objects in the bottom level
Typically, an information table is employed to describe objects in many practical problems.
An
information
table
is
symbolized
as
a
quadruple
IT = (OB, At, {Va |a ∈ At}, {Ia |a ∈ At}), in which OB = {o1 , o2 , … , oN } is a non-empty
finite set of objects, At = {a1 , a2 , … , aS } is a non-empty finite set of attributes, Va is a set
of values for each attribute a ∈ At, and Ia ∶ OB → Va is an information function for each
attribute a ∈ At. The information function Ia links the object set, attribute set, and value
set together. For an object oi ∈ OB and an attribute aj ∈ At, Iaj (oi ) ∈ Vaj is the value of oi
under the attribute aj .

2.2.2 Equivalence classes in the middle level
In general granular computing, a granule is drawn together based on a binary relation on
a universe (Liang and Qian 2008; Qian et al. 2014; Yao 2004; Pal et al. 2017). Specifically, in the partition-based granular computing, the formalization of granules is based
on an equivalence relation derived from an information table.
Let IT = (OB, At, {Va |a ∈ At}, {Ia |a ∈ At}) be an information table. For an attribute
a ∈ At, we can define an equivalence relation E({a}) on OB as:

oi E({a})oj ⟺ Ia (oi ) = Ia (oj ),
which means two objects oi and oj are equivalent if and only if they have the same value on
the attribute a. For an attribute set A ⊆ At, we then define the equivalence relation
⋂
E(A) =
E({a}). The equivalence class containing oi , also called a granule of the unia∈A

verse, is given by:

[oi ]E(A) = {oj ∈ OB | oi E(A)oj } = {oj ∈ OB | oi E({a})oj , a ∈ A}.
⋀
The semantic interpretation of [oi ]E(A) is given as a∈A (a = Ia (oi )).
An equivalence class is the extension of a granule, and the corresponding logical
interpretation is the intension of it (Wen and Min 2015). The extension and intension of
them are shown in an equation as:
(⋀(
))
m
a = Ia (oi ) = [oi ]E(A) .
a∈A

�
�
In specific, a∈A a = Ia (oi ) is the intension, and [oi ]E(A) is the extension. It is worth noting that attributes’ values are the source of constructing granules, and granules are the concrete coping units for analyzing attributes’ core characteristics.
⋀

2.2.3 Partitions in the top level
With some mathematical restrictions of the union covering OB, granules agglomerate
a granular structure on the universe. By aggregating all equivalent classes induced by
a given equivalence relation, we obtain a partition of the universe. A partition is often
seen as one of the simplest granular structures.
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Definition 1 Given a finite universe OB = {o1 , o2 , … , oN }. A family of subset,
𝜋 = {X1 , X2 , … , XT }, is a partition of OB if and only if:
(1) Xi ≠ ∅,
T
⋃
Xi = OB,
(2)
i=1

(3) Xi ∩ Xj = �, where i ≠ j.
Since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the equivalence relation set and
the partition set on OB. If E ⊆ OB × OB is an equivalence relation, then the quotient set
OB∕E = {[o]E | o ∈ OB} is a partition of the universe OB. Each block in OB/E is a granule of OB. Given an information table IT = (OB, At, {Va |a ∈ At}, {Ia |a ∈ At}), the equivalence relation E(A) deduced by the attribute set A also corresponds to a partition on OB.
We denote the partition as OB/E(A). A granule in OB/E(A) consists of some objects with
the same value under the attributes in A. The value distribution of objects under the attribute set A determines the corresponding partition structure.

2.3 The trilevel framework as a basis for studying uncertainty measures
In granular computing, one needs to examine the qualitative characterizations of objects,
granules and granular structures, and explore the qualitative relationships between the
units of the three levels. In most of the cases, such qualitative characteristics and relations
may not be held fully and certainly. Moreover, it asks for much more effort to quantify the
degrees of satisfying properties and keeping relationships, i.e., uncertainty measures for
them. The property measures depict the degree of an observed unit satisfying properties
by comparing it with others on the same level (Cheng et al. 2019). The associate measures
comprise the numerical indicator showing the relationships between two or more observed
units. The binary relationship is the first step of the n-nary relationship, and it also lays a
solid foundation for the relationships for more than two units. In this paper, we focus on the
associate measures for two observed units and further classifying them as the one-direction relations measures and the bi-direction relations. Figure 3 summarizes the category
of uncertainty measures and several widely existing specific measures affiliated with them.

Fig. 3  A classification tree of uncertainty measures in partition-based granular computing
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In the object level, the qualitative characterizations of objects are modelled by qualitative
attributes such as colors, shapes, tastes and textures. The quantitative measures of objects are
represented by quantitative attributes evaluated with real numbers such as heights, weights,
and sizes. Relationships between two objects as similarities, distances and diversities have
been investigated as the mathematical basics in the data mining and knowledge discovery
(Yager 2010; Han et al. 2011; Zhang and Wang 2011). In this study, we take them as common
senses, and do not discuss them.
For the granule level, measures for quantifying the characteristics of a granule and association between different granules apply to learn about the properties of attributions with some
values and further analyze associations among different attributes with different values locally.
Given a granule, we often use the size of the corresponding subset to describe whether it is
coarse or fine, and simple or complex. A measure of granularity characterizes our perception
of the size of a granule (Yao 2019; Liang and Qian 2008; Hartley 1928; Tan et al. 2022; Miao
and Wang 1998; Miao and Fan 2002; Liang et al. 2006; Liang and Shi 2004; Ding et al. 2015;
a complexity measure is another property measure proposed to scale the size and the intersection in a granule (Yao 2019). For the association between granules, a subsethood measure is
a quantitative generalization of the inclusion relation (Yao and Deng 2014; Hu et al. 2019;
an overlap measure expresses the overlap degree between two granules (Zhao and Yao 2019;
Vijaymeena and Kavitha 2016; a similarity measure describes how much alike two granules
are (Lee-Kwang et al. 1994; a distance measure represents the difference degree between
two granules (Wang and Liang 2007; Qian et al. 2009). The six measures in the literature are
shown as the representative leaves in the classification tree of uncertainty measures in Fig. 3.
In the partition level, the feature and interaction measures for partitions are applied to
evaluate the structures for the corresponding attributes, and also globally drive the associations among different attributes. The qualitative characterizations of granules can be lifted to
describe the similar properties of partitions. Whether a partition is coarse or complex, entirely
depends on the size and the number of granules on it (Yao 2019; Yao and Zhao 2012; Zhu
2012). The consistent relation of two partitions lies in the consistent relations of their crossed
granule pairs. Furthermore, the overlap, similarity, and distance between two partitions also
rely on the respective measures between the crossed granule pairs of them (Yao and Deng
2014; Hu et al. 2019; Wang and Liang 2007; Qian et al. 2009, 2017; Liang et al. 2012).
Accordingly, there are still six representative partition measures to depict the two individual
properties and four different associations.
Measures of the three levels are mutually dependent (Yao 2019; Yao and Zhao 2012). A
lower level measure gives a hint to build up the corresponding measure for the adjacent higher
level. Simultaneously, the higher level’s measure offers a global perspective for the lower
level. Separately analyzing measures from the individual levels provides a particular aspect
of the whole; integrating different levels yields a full insight into these measures. In order
to reveal the nature of partition-based granular computing measures, we find it necessary to
investigate their construction characteristic from the individual level and inter-level. In the following sections, we critically review the granule and partition levels’ uncertainty measures.
Besides, we abstract each group of uncertain measures’ essential characteristics and the inherent construction methods.
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3 Uncertainty measures at the granule level
In a set-theoretic setting, the powerset 2OB is the set of all possible granules formed by
the elements from OB. A property measure for granules is a function M ∶ 2OB → ℜ, in
which ℜ is the set of real numbers. And an association measure for granules is a function
M ∶ 2OB × 2OB → ℜ. The construction of a property measure or an association measure at
the granule level is to design a proper function f satisfying some restrictive conditions.
This section reviews and analyzes the nature of six essential and representative granule
measures in the literature. The two individual property measures: granularities and complexities come first, and they are followed by four association measures: subsethood, overlaps, similarities and distances.

3.1 Granularity measures of granules
The granularity of a granule is a measure that describes one’s perception of the size of it. (Yao
and Zhao 2012) interpreted the granularity of a granule from the perspective of the measurement-theoretic model. A “finer than” weak order X ≺s Y holds if and only if an injection from
X to Y exists. A “g-equivalent to” relation X ≡s Y holds if and only if a bijection from X to Y
exists. X ≺s Y is an extending of ⊂. It can guarantee the existence of a measure for comparing
the granularities between any pair of granules. In (Yao and Zhao 2012), the axiom definition
of granularities of a granule was given as follows.

Definition 2 Suppose OB is a finite and nonempty universe. A function G ∶ 2OB → ℜ is
called a granularity of a granule, if it satisfies the following conditions: for all X, Y ∈ 2OB ,
– (nonnegativity) G(X) ≥ 0,
– (monotonicity) X ⊂ Y ⇒ G(X) < G(Y),
– (size invariant) X ≡s Y ⇔ G(X) = G(Y).
Definition 2 shows that a granularity measure should be a strict monotonic increasing function of the cardinality of a granule. That is, the task of a granularity measure should be able to
reflect the size of diverse granules truly. Intuitively, a granule with more elements has a greater
granularity, and one with fewer elements has a smaller granularity.
A granule that is more nonspecific has a higher granularity. Various of granularities with
different forms have been proposed to measure the uncertainty of a granule. We summarize
them into three types: an information-theoretic measure of granularities (Hartley 1928), a
parameterized family of granularities (Yao and Zhao 2012; Miao and Wang 1998; Liang and
Shi 2004; Dai and Tian 2013), and some other specific granularities (Yao and Zhao 2012;
Qian and Liang 2008).

3.1.1 An information‑theoretic measure of granularities
The Hartley entropy has been widely used to measure the nonspecificity of a finite set. As a
granule is a subset of a universe, the Hartley entropy (Hartley 1928) of a granule X is given by:

Eh (X) = Gh (X) = log2 |X|.

(1)
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The Hartley entropy measures the amount of uncertainty associated with a granule, that is,
the nonspecificity inherent in the corresponding set. It is a granularity measure for granules
that satisfies Definition 2.

3.1.2 A parameterized family of granularities
In order to cover more granularities for granules in the literature, (Yao and Zhao 2012)
proposed a family of granularities for granules with a pair of parameters (a, b) with a > 0
and b > 0 as:

G(a,b) (X) = a|X|b .

(2)

The most common and direct granularity is the cardinality of a granule, and it is with the
two parameters equal to 1 as:

G(1,1) (X) = |X|.
Let a =

1
,b
|OB|

(3)

= 1. The granularity takes the form
G(

1
,1)
|OB|

(X) =

|X|
,
|OB|

(4)

which means the probability of X occuring in OB.
By setting the two parameters with special values, we can obtain the other commonused granularity of granules in (Miao and Wang 1998; Liang and Shi 2004; Dai and Tian
2013).

3.1.3 Some other granularities with peculiar forms
Given a nonempty granule X ≠ ∅, (Yao and Zhao 2012) has proved the following function
as a special kind of granularity:

(
1 )
.
Gyy (X) = |OB| 1 −
|X|

(5)

The first term in Eq. (5) is a constant independent of the granule X. The second term is a
negation of the reciprocal of the cardinality of X. The form of Eq. (5) guarantees the validity of being as a granularity. Moreover, it has been applied to construct a partition granularity with special semantics.
A simple pairwise intersection granularity of X (Yao 2019; Miao and Wang 1998; Qian
and Liang 2008):
( )
|X|(|X| − 1)
|X|
.
Gy (X) =
=
(6)
2
2
(Qian and Liang 2008) designed a combination granularity of a granule as:
(|X|)
2
Gq (X) = (|OB|
).
2

It is easy to find that Gq (X) in Eq. (7) is a normalization of the one shown in Eq. (6).
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To sum up, we can design any other measures of granularity, satisfying the axiomatic
conditions in Definition 2, to meet the demand of the various applications. These granularities have the common characteristic being a nonnegative monotonic increasing function. A
new granularity can be constructed from different aspects in real. In the next section, we
will show that the granularities mentioned above have exceptional value in building significant partition ones.

3.2 Complexity measures of granules
Granular computing has the excellent feature of reducing the complexity of problem-solving procedures. However, there was little comprehensive theoretical or empirical study on
the measure of complexity for a long time. Recently, Yao (2019) put forward the complexity measures and opened a new door to analyze the granular structures’ effectiveness in
partition-based granular computing.
In partition-based granular computing, the granule level is shown as a bridge to combine the object level and the partition level. A granule plays the double roles as a unit of
elements from the object level and a component for a partition. For the vital role of granules, the study of complexity is then started from the measure for granules. The axiom
definition of complexity measures for granules can be given as follows.

Definition 3 Suppose OB is a finite and nonempty universe, St is an intersection description set. A function CSt ∶ 2OB → ℜ is called a complexity measure of a granule, if it satisfies the following conditions: for all X, Y ∈ 2OB ,
• (nonnegativity) CSt (X) ≥ 0,
• (monotonicity)
|ProjX (St)| = |ProjY (St)|, X ⊂ Y ⇒ CSt (X) < CSt (Y),
	 
	 
|X| = |Y|, |ProjX (St)| < |ProjY (St)| ⇒ CSt (X) < CSt (Y).

The set St describes the intersection relations among objects in OB. It may be partially
or totally in 2, 3, or other higher-order intersections. The notion ProjX (St) is the projection
of St on the set X including all elements involved in St. If St = �, then we can simplify the
complexity measure CSt (X) as C(X). Sometimes, the structure notion St can be replaced
with other symbols. The first formula of monotonicity shows that if two granules have the
same intersection projections, the complexity of the more specific one should be less than
the other. The second formula tells that if two granules have the same cardinality, the complexity of the one with more complicated structures should be greater than the other.
Ignoring the intersection structures on the universe (i.e., St = �), we can define the complexity measure based on the granules’ cardinalities. We should also consider the intersection structures to determine a more accurate complexity measure for granules in some
other practical scenarios. (Yao 2019) has classified and called the two types of complexity
measures as the independence-based complexity and the intersection-based complexity.

3.2.1 The independence‑based complexities
On the assumption that the objects in a granule are independent, a granule’s complexity
measure can indeed be a monotonic increasing transformation of the granule’s cardinality.
As discussed in Sect. 3.1, granularity measures for a granule are a kind of monotonic
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increasing transformation of the cardinality. That is to say, a granularity measure of a granule can serve as a complexity measure of it. Then, Equations (1) to (5) are measures for
both of granularity and complexity. We can easily ( get Ch)(X) = Gh (X) = log2 |X|,
1
.
C(a,b) (X) = G(a,b) (X) = a|X|b , and Cyy (X) = Gyy (X) = |OB| 1 − |X|

3.2.2 The interdependence‑based complexities
If the objects in a granule are dependent, we should consider them to construct other more
intricate measures of complexities. The simplest type of interaction-based pairwise complexity is defined as follows:
( )
|X|(|X| − 1)
|X|
.
C2 (X) =
=
(8)
2
2
Eq. (8) can be seen as a second-order interaction-based complexity. We take C(1,1) (X) = |X|
as the first-order complexity to be adapted to this kind of definition.
Let a granule contain k or more elements. One may contemplate interactions of k elements. If interactions of k(k ≥ 2) objects are considered, the complexity above can be
defined more generally as:
( )
|X|!
|X|
.
Ck (X) =
=
(9)
k!(|X| − k)!
k
Eq. (9) is called a kth-order interaction-based complexity. The above kth-order interactionbased complexity only considers the interaction of exactly k objects. Yao (2019), moreover,
proposed a cumulative complexity measure C1k (X) to fully quantify the complexity arising
from all possible interacting elements in X, which takes the form as:

C1k (X) =

k
∑
t=1

Ct (X) =

)
k (
∑
|X|
.
t
t=1

(10)

The cumulative complexity of a granule takes the two facts into account: a granule with
more objects is more complex than one with fewer objects, and the interaction between different objects further increases the complexity.
There exist some common and different characteristics between the two essential property measures: granularities and complexities. Both of them are related to the cardinality
of a granule. The granularity entirely depends on the cardinality. However, the cardinality fully works for complexity only when objects in a granule are independent. Facing the
existence of the interactions among different objects, we find that the cardinality is one
factor to influence the complexity and the intersection is the other factor (see Fig. 4). In
practical problems, a granule usually has a different meaning, and then some additional
Fig. 4  Two determining factors
for granularity and complexity
measures of granules
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meaningful complexity can be constructed by considering the cardinality and the particular
structures.

3.3 Subsethood measures of granules
Given two granules X and Y, the sub-super set relationship between them is derived from
the standard set-inclusion relation, which captures the qualitative nature of the inclusion.
However, in most cases, the inclusion relation is not strictly satisfied between two granules. Then, it is necessary to quantitatively describe the degree of inclusion between them.
Zhang and Leung (1996) first proposed the theory of inclusion degrees and disscussed
its applications to uncertainty inferences in artificial intelligence, and some other studies
started with a generalization of the standard set-inclusion relation and called the measures
as the majority-inclusion relations, inclusion degrees, or subsethood measures (Yao and
Deng 2014; Sanchez 1979; Xu et al. 2002; Liang et al. 2001; Qiu et al. 2003). Although
various measures have been proposed to measure subsethood, there is no unified axiomatic
definition for them. Recently, Hu et al. (2019) explored four fundamental properties of subsethood measures: boundary conditions (BC), monotonicity (M), duality (D), and additivity (A), which are served as candidates of axioms to analyze the existing subsethood measures and define a specific subsethood measure.
A subsethood measure is usually shown as a normalized function
sh ∶ 2OB × 2OB → [0, 1], consistent with the qualitative set-inclusion. Hu et al. (2019)
summerized the four groups of important conditions or properties as follows: for all
X, Y, Z ∈ 2OB ,
Boundary conditions:

(BC1)
(BC2)
(BC3)
(BC4)
(BC5)
(BC6)
(BC7)
(BC8)
(BC9)

X ⊆ Y ⇒ sh(X ⊑ Y) = 1,
sh(X ⊑ Y) = 1 ⇒ X ⊆ Y,
¬(X ⊆ Y) ⇒ sh(X ⊑ Y) = 0,
sh(X ⊑ Y) = 0 ⇒ ¬(X ⊆ Y),
X ⊆ Y ⇔ sh(X ⊑ Y) = 1,
¬(X ⊆ Y) ⇔ sh(X ⊑ Y) = 0,
X ≠ � ∧ X ∩ Y = � ⇒ sh(X ⊑ Y) = 0,
sh(X ⊑ Y) = 0 ⇒ X ≠ � ∧ X ∩ Y = �,
X ≠ � ∧ X ∩ Y = � ⇔ sh(X ⊑ Y) = 0.

Monotonicity conditions:

(MF) X1 ⊆ X2 ⇒ sh(X1 ⊑ Y) ≥ sh(X2 ⊑ Y),
(MS) Y1 ⊆ Y2 ⇒ sh(X ⊑ Y1 ) ≤ sh(X ⊑ Y2 ).
Duality conditions:

(D1) sh(X ⊑ Y) + sh(X ⊑ ¬Y) = 1,
(D2) sh(X ⊑ Y) = sh(Y c ⊑ X c ).
Additivity conditions:

(A1) Y ∩ Z = � ⇒ sh(X ⊑ Y ∪ Z) = sh(X ⊑ Y) + sh(X ⊑ Z),
(A2) Y ∩ Z = � ⇒ sh(Y ∪ Z ⊑ X) = sh(Y ⊑ X) + sh(Z ⊑ X).
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The combination of the above properties helps in constructing various subsethood measures in real-world applications. Some of the features have been considered by researchers
in defining measures of inclusion degrees (Yao and Deng 2014; Sanchez 1979; Zhang and
Leung 1996; Xu et al. 2002; Liang et al. 2001; Qiu et al. 2003). Instead of merely displaying the inclusion degrees or subsethood measures in the literature, we group subsethood
measures into three types from the perspective of constructing interpretations: the proportional cardinality-based subsethood, the equivalence expressions of set inclusion-based
subsethood, and the other measure-based subsethood.

3.3.1 The proportional cardinality‑based subsethood
Decomposing the universe into four primary component regions (see Fig. 5), De Baets
et al. (2002) proposed a class of proportional cardinality-based subsethood measures.
De Baets’s type R subsethood measure is in the following general ratio form:

sh(X ⊑ Y) =

a11 𝛿11 + a10 𝛿10 + a01 𝛿01 + a00 𝛿00
,
b11 𝛿11 + b10 𝛿10 + b01 𝛿01 + b00 𝛿00

(11)

in which a11 , a10 , a01 , a00 , b11 , b10 , b01 , b00 ∈ {0, 1} and the denominator is demanded to be
non-zero by setting b11 , b10 , b01 , b00 with some appropriate values. They also introduced
two additional classes of subsethood measures:

(R1) shR1 (X ⊑ Y) =

min{𝛿10 , 𝛿01 } + a11 𝛿11 + a00 𝛿00
,
b11 𝛿11 + b10 𝛿10 + b01 𝛿01 + b00 𝛿00

(12)

(R2) shR2 (X ⊑ Y) =

a11 𝛿11 + a10 𝛿10 + a01 𝛿01 + a00 𝛿00
.
max{𝛿10 , 𝛿01 } + b11 𝛿11 + b00 𝛿00

(13)

The above two subsethood measures use either the minmum or maxmum of 𝛿01 and 𝛿10
instead of the linear combination in Eq. (11).
De Baets’s type R formula offers a systematic method for constructing and interpreting
subsethood measures based on four components. It can degenerate into most of the existing
subsethood measures by setting the four parameters with the special values.

3.3.2 The equivalence expressions of set inclusion‑based subsethood
As we know, a subsethood measure is a quantitative generation from the qualitative setinclusion relation. Yao and Deng (2014) first introduced a framework by explaining the
diversity of quantitative measures from the different equivalent expressions of the set
Fig. 5  The four possible component regions generated from two
granules
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inclusion relation X ⊆ Y. Given the following list of equivalent but different expressions of
X⊆Y∶

(i) X ⊆ Y,
(ii) X ∩ Y = X,
(iii) X ∪ Y = Y,
(iv) X ∩ Y c = �,
(v) X ∈ 2Y ,

(i� )Y c ⊆ X c ,
(ii� ) X c ∪ Y c = X c ,
(iii� ) X c ∩ Y c = Y c ,
(iv� ) X c ∪ Y = OB,
(vi)∀x ∈ OB(x ∈ X ⇒ x ∈ Y).

Yao and Deng (2014) constructed the five different subsethood measures

sh∩ (X ⊑ Y) =

|X ∩ Y|
,
|X|

(14a)

sh∪ (X ⊑ Y) =

|Y|
,
|X ∪ Y|

(14b)

shc∩ (X ⊑ Y) =

|X c |
,
|X c ∪ Y c |

(14c)

shc∪ (X ⊑ Y) =

|X c ∩ Y c |
,
|Y c |

(14d)

shl (X ⊑ Y) =

|X c ∪ Y|
,
|OB|

(14e)

from the expressions (ii), (iii), (ii′), (iii′), and (iv′), respectively. They are all under the
assumption that sh(X ⊆ Y) = 1 if the numerator cardinality equals to 1.
The set inclusion expression interpretations help understand the meanings of the existing subsethood measures. They are with a close relationship with many widely used subsethood measures. On the one hand, Eqs. (14a)–(14e) are all the special cases of De Baets’s type R subsethood measure; on the other hand, they are extended by many inclusion
degrees in some literatures. Sanchez (1979) and Xu et al. (2002), Liang et al. (2001) studied the measures corresponding to sh∩, Zhang and Leung (1996) investigated fuzzy subsethood measures corresponding to shc∩ ; Qiu et al. (2003) discussed the inclusion degrees
corresponding to shc∩, shc∪, and shl . Fan et al. (1999) studied a fuzzy subsethood measure
corresponding to shc∪ and shc∩.

3.3.3 The other measure‑based subsethood
The similarity and distance measures are widely applied in many fields, such as cluster
analysis, data mining and intelligent decision-making. The subsethood measures are
closely related to these two measures. Yao and Deng (2014) first constructed the most
popular subsethood Eq. 14a by using the MZ metric (Marczewski and Steinhaus 1958).
Recently, Hu et al. (2019) gave a general approach to constructing a subsethood measure
from a similarity measure or a distance measure.
The similarity-based subsethood is designed from the intuition that the larger sh(X ⊑ Y)
is, the more similar are the X and Y. In the same manner, the distance-based subsethood is
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constructed from the larger sh(X ⊑ Y) is , the smaller distance between X and Y. The general constructing formulas are given as follows:

shs (X ⊑ Y) = f↑ (max{s(X, Z)|Z ∈ 2Y }),

(15a)

shd (X ⊑ Y) = f↓ (min{d(X, Z)|Z ∈ 2Y }),

(15b)

and

where f↑ is a monotonically increasing function and f↓ is a monotonically decreasing function. To construct the corresponding subsethood, we shoud search for a sub-granule of Y
that has the maximum similarity to X and another sub-granule of Y that has the minimum
distance from X.
Since similarities and distances are a pair of complementary measures. The two types
of subsethood are strongly correlative with each other. This kind of construction method
draws three different measures together and makes subsethood with much more meaning
with various forms.
As a one-way measure, subsethood can describe the single direction association between
two granules in an information table. It presents a starting point for analyzing correlations
among information granules that constructed from attribute-value pairs in an information
table.

3.4 Overlap measures of granules
Two granules, shown as two sets, may overlap with some elements or disjoint with each
other. Overlap measures are designed to measure the degree that two granules share a set of
common objects (Zhao and Yao 2019; Vijaymeena and Kavitha 2016; Gómez et al. 2016;
Capitaine and Frélicot 2011). Some overlap measures are defined for fuzzy sets. Here we
only discuss the overlap measures for the classical sets. An axiomatic definition of overlap
measures is given as follows to satisfying the three conditions.

Definition 4 Let OB be a universe of objects. A function O(⋅, ⋅) is an overlap measure if it
satisfies the three conditions: for all X, Y, Z ∈ 2OB ,
– (boundedness) 0 ≤ O(X, Y) ≤ 1 and O(X, Y) = 0 ⇔ X ∩ Y = �,
– (symmetricity) O(X, Y) = O(Y, X),
– (invariance) (|X ∩ Y| = |X ∩ Z|) ∧ (|Y ⊕ X| = |Z ⊕ X|) ⇒ O(X, Y) = O(X, Z).
Intuitively, there is a positive relationship between the overlap measure and the cardinality of the intersection of two granules, while there is a negative relationship between the
overlap measure and their difference. Moreover, the third condition shows that the overlap
measures of two pairs of granules are equal if they have the same cardinalities of the intersection sets and the symmetric difference sets. Although X = Y = � is not so common-used
in the direction computation, they may be possible in the computation processes of some
heuristic algorithms. Here, We let O(X, Y) = 0 if X = Y = �.
Two specific overlap measures have been put forward in the literature for different applications. The numerator of the two is the same, but the denominator is different: one is the
union’s cardinality, and the other is the cardinality of the larger granule.
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3.4.1 The intersection over union overlap degrees
Zhao and Yao (2019) gave an overlap measure through the ratio of the intersection over
union for two granules as follows:
{
|X∩Y|
, X ∪ Y ≠ �,
|X∪Y|
Oz (X, Y) =
(16)
0,
X ∪ Y = �.
Eq. (16) is a modification of the Jaccard similarity metric for comparing of any pair of granules. The only difference exists in the values of the particular pair of two empty sets. The
overlap between two empty sets is defined as 0 according to Definition 4, while the similarity
metric of which is valued with 1. Zhao has also mentioned that the above overlap measure
satisfies the monotonicity as (X ∩ Y ⊆ Z ∩ W) ∧ (Z ∪ W ⊆ X ∪ Y) ⇒ O(X, Y) ≤ O(Z, W).
Given two non-empty granules, only if they are same, the maximum value can be 1; otherwise it is less than 1.

3.4.2 The intersection over the smaller set overlap coefficient
Vijaymeena and Kavitha (2016) presented the other overlap coefficient by modifying the
Szymkiewicz-Simpson coefficient (Granovetter 1973). The Vijaymeena overlap coefficient is defined as the size of the intersection divided by the smaller size of the two sets:
{
|X∩Y|
, X ∪ Y ≠ �,
min{|X|,|Y|}
Os (X, Y) =
(17)
0,
X ∪ Y = �.
The Szymkiewicz-Simpson coefficient (Granovetter 1973) gave a clue to this definition.
However, it has a different value from the Szymkiewicz-Simpson coefficient when both
of the granules are empty. The former’s value is 0, while the latter’s value is 1. From the
equation given above, it can be found that if the overlap coefficient reaches 1 when one
granule is the sub-granule of the other. This maximum feature is the extension of that of
the intersection over union overlap degree. If Oz (X, Y) = 1, then Os (X, Y) = 1; but not vice
versa.
A granule overlap measure can be used to reflect the co-extension for two granules.
Given an information table, overlap measures of pairs of granules show their common
meanings, i.e., intension, and better serve data mining and knowledge discovery (Zhao
and Yao 2019; Vijaymeena and Kavitha 2016; Granovetter 1973).

3.5 Similarity measures of granules
A similarity measure of granules often arises in the more general context of comparing
the proximity, resemblance, or communality of two granules quantitatively (Lee-Kwang
et al. 1994). In the past, many efforts have been made to define similarity measures of
sets and apply them in various application fields (Dai and Tian 2013; Jaccard 1908;
Sarker 1996; Sokal and Michener 1958; Sokal and Sneath 1963). On comparing these
similarities, we find that reflectivity and symmetry are the two essential properties of
a similarity measurement. Besides, a general explanation holds, the higher the value,
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the more similar the two granules are. An axiomatic definition of similarity measure is
given as follows.

Definition 5 Let OB be a universe of objects. A function S(⋅, ⋅) is a similarity measure if it
satisfies the following three conditions: for all X, Y, Z ∈ 2OB,
– (boundedness) 0 ≤ S(X, Y) ≤ 1 and S(X, X) = 1,
– (symmetricity) S(X, Y) = S(Y, X),
– (quasi-monotonicity) X ⊆ Y ⊆ Z ⇒ S(X, Z) ≤ S(X, Y) ∧ S(X, Z) ≤ S(Y, Z).
Similar to the overlap measures of granules, a similarity degree should be positively
related to the size of the intersection, but negatively related to the difference between them.
However, the essential meanings between similarity and overlapping determine their different calculation methods. The third condition, called quasi-monotonicity, shows that if there
exists total order among three granules, the similarity degrees of the two pairs of neighboring granules are not less than those of not-neighboring granules. Various granule similarity
measures have been put forward to solve practical problems. De Baets et al. (2001) proposed a class of cardinality-based similarity measures to cover the most well-known similarity measures in literature. In the following content, several well-known and widely used
similarity measures are first presented (Jaccard 1908; Sarker 1996; Sokal and Michener
1958; Sokal and Sneath 1963), and then a more general similarity measures method proposed by De Bates.

3.5.1 Several well‑known granule similarity measures
The Jaccard similarity coefficient (Jaccard 1908; Sarker 1996) is defined as the size of the
intersection divided by the size of the union of the given two sets:
{
|X∩Y|
, X ∪ Y ≠ �,
|X∪Y|
Sj (X, Y) =
(18)
1,
X ∪ Y = �.
The Jaccard similarity coefficient was proposed in statistics to compare sample sets’ similarity. As analyzed in Sect. 3.4, The Jaccard similarity coefficient is slightly different from
the intersection over union overlap degree Zhao and Yao 2019) only under the condition
that both of the granules are empty. It is reasonable to take the similarity coefficient of a
pair of empty granules as the maximum value of 1 and the overlap measure as the minimum value of 0.
The simple matching coefficient (Sokal and Michener 1958; Sokal and Sneath 1963) is
another similarity measure put forward for comparing the similarity of sample sets. Let OB
be the discourse of universe and X and Y be two granules in OB. The simple matching coefficient takes the form as:

Sm (X, Y) =

|X ∩ Y| + |X c ∩ Y c |
.
|OB|

(19)

The simple matching coefficient counts mutual existence and non-existence as matching
and compares them with the whole universe’s cardinality. As for measuring the similarity
of granules, it considers not only the size of the largest sub-granule of them but also the
largest sub-granules of the complementary of them.
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The Dice coefficient is also a similarity measure, which emphasizes the intersection
of each other as:

Sd (X, Y) =

2|X ∩ Y|
.
2|X ∩ Y| + |X ∩ Y c | + |X c ∩ Y|

(20)

The Dice coefficient is often used in the image segmentation algorithm of machine learning. The difference between the Dice coefficient and the above two similarity measures lies
in weighting the intersection of them. De Bates et al. (2001) proposed a class of similarity
measures to cover the three similarity measures above and explored their properties in a bit
more depth.

3.5.2 The general similarity measure
In 2001, De Baets et al. (2001) proposed a systematic method to generate similarity
measures for ordinary sets based on the cardinalities of the involved sets. Twenty-eight
measures are examined and classified based on their boundary behavior, reflexity, and
monotonicity. The De Baetes general similarity measure takes the form as:

Sdb (X, Y) =

a𝛼X,Y + b𝛽X,Y + c𝜔X,Y + d𝛿X,Y
a� 𝛼X,Y + b� 𝛽X,Y + c� 𝜔X,Y + d� 𝛿X,Y

,

(21)

where

𝛼X,Y = min{|X ∩ Y c |, |Y ∩ X c |},
𝛽X,Y = max{|X ∩ Y c |, |Y ∩ X c |},
𝜔X,Y = |X ∩ Y|,
𝛿X,Y = |X c ∩ Y c |,
with a, a� , b, b� , c, c� , d, d� ∈ {0, 1}. At the same time, if the evaluation of the ratio of Eq.
( 21) leads to a 00 indeterminacy, the value 1 is attributed to sd (X, Y) to satisfying the reflexivity condition.
Different combinations of values of a, b, a′ , b′ , c, c′ , d, d′ will produce different formulas with different properties. De Baets listed nineteen combinations of the
eight parameters as illegal similarity measures. The first two famous explict similarity measures can be generated by setting two group of values to the parameters. Let
a = b = d = d� = 0 and c = a� = b� = c� = 1, we get the Jaccard similarity coefficient in
Eq. 18. Let a = b = 0 and a� = b� = c� = d� = 1, we obtain the simple matching coefficient in Eq. 19. Besides, De Baets et al. displayed the other nine less common used but
legal similarity measures in De Baets et al. (2001).
A granule similarity measure quantitatively delivers how much alike two granules
are, and it is a two-way measure that differs from the subsethood measure. In data
mining, similarity measures are usually accompanied by distance measures. There is
a negative correlation between similarity and distance. If the similarity between two
granules is larger, the corresponding distance will be much smaller; if the similarity is
smaller, the relevant distance will be much larger. In the following subsection, we will
discuss the distance measures of granules.
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3.6 Distance measures of granules
A granule distance measure is a way of describing the degree of granules in the granule level to be far away from each other. In order to learn more about the differences
between all granule pairs, researchers have proposed some distance measures to quantify the degree of differentiation (Qian et al. 2014; Wang and Liang 2007; Qian et al.
2009, 2017; Marczewski and Steinhaus 1958; Yang et al. 2013; Chen et al. 2019; Yang
et al. 2018). A granule distance should satisfy the three conditions in the following axiomatical definition (Qian et al. 2017; Marczewski and Steinhaus 1958; Chen et al. 2019;
Yang et al. 2018).

Definition 6 Let OB be a universe of objects. A function D(⋅, ⋅) is a distance if it satisfies
the three conditions: for all X, Y, Z ∈ 2OB ,
– (non-negativity) D(X, Y) ≥ 0, D(X, Y) = 0 if and only if X = Y,
– (symmetricity) D(X, Y) = D(Y, X),
– (triangle inequality) D(X, Y) + D(Y, Z) ≥ D(X, Z).
The first two conditions are similar to the former two association measures, and the
third triangle inequality is much more vital to be checked while judging whether it is a
granule distance.
One can define various distances with different forms satisfying the three conditions.
The simplest discrete distance can be defined as:
{
0, X = Y,
D0 (X, Y) =
(22)
1, X ≠ Y.
Although D0 can be seen as a distance measure for granules, it is with nonsense to discern
different granules. In order to accurately depict the difference, several granule distances
measures have been designed in the ratio of the cardinality of the symmetric difference to
some set for application in practical problems (Qian et al. 2014; Marczewski and Steinhaus
1958; Chen et al. 2019; Yang et al. 2018). According to the distinct denominators of the
ratio, we classify the granule distances in the literature into two classes: the local ratio distance and the global ratio distance.

3.6.1 The local ratio distance
The most common-used Marczewski-Steinhaus metric (Marczewski and Steinhaus 1958)
(simply MZ metric) was defined for measuring the distance between two granules X and Y
with X ∪ Y ≠ � as:

DMZ (X, Y) = 1 −

|X ∩ Y|
.
|X ∪ Y|

(23)

The MZ metric is the direct complementary of the Jaccard similarity coefficient. Besides,
by simple operation transformation, the MZ distance can also be expressed as
, which means the distance between two granules is the ration of the carDMZ (X, Y) = |X⊕Y|
|X∪Y|
dinality of the symmetric difference to that of the union. The MZ distance metric is not
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only depended on the number of distinct elements, but also the amount of all the related
elements.
Recently, Yang et al. (2018) proposed a modified granule distance with a subtle change
in the denominator of Eq. (23) as follows:

Dy (X, Y) =

|X ⊕ Y|
,
|X ⊗ Y|

(24)

where |X ⊕ Y| = |X ∪ Y| − |X ∩ Y| and |X ⊗ Y| = |X ∪ Y| + |X ∩ Y|.
The local distance measures, DMZ and Dy, only have a tiny change in the denominators of the two equations. However, there are differences between them. The inequality
sequence 0 < Dy (X, Y) < DMZ (X, Y) < 1 holds if and only if X ≠ Y and X ∩ Y ≠ �. In other
cases, DMZ and Dy are equal to each other with two situations: DMZ (X, Y) = dy (X, Y) = 1 if
and only if X ∪ Y ≠ � and X ∩ Y = �, and DMZ (X, Y) = Dy (X, Y) = 0 if and only if X = Y.
The values of the two distances depend on the symmetric difference and also the sizes
of both two sets. That is why this metric is called a local ratio distance. In what follows, we
introduce a global ratio distance that is different from these two local ones.

3.6.2 The global ratio distance
Unlike the two distances introduced above, Liang et al. (2014), Wang and Liang (2007),
Qian et al. (2009, 2017) defined the distance between two granules X and Y on OB as:

Dl (X, Y) =

|X ⊕ Y|
.
|OB|

(25)

Liang’s granule distance is with the following properties:
– Dl (X, Y) = 1 if and only if X ∪ Y = OB and X ∩ Y = �,
– Dl (X, Y) = 0 if and only if X = Y,
– 0 < Dl (X, Y) < 1. if and only if X ≠ Y and X ∩ Y ≠ �.
The symmetric difference is the only and crucial factor in determining the value of Liang’s
granule distance. If different pairs have the same size of the symmetric difference set, then
Liang’s distance will be with the same value. For the distinctive feature of Liang’s distance, we call the distance a global one. It can discern the situations that the local ratio
distances can not, especially for those pairs with the maximum local distance. When the
two granules are nonempty and with the empty intersection, the distance in Eq. (25) is no
longer at the maximal value of 1 but determined by the size of the symmetric difference
set. The greater the symmetric difference set, the bigger value of the global distance is.
Similar to the similarity measure, distance is also a two-way measure for describing
how far the given two granules are from each other. Chen et al. (2019) called them the
relative granule distance and the absolute granule distance, respectively. Liang et al. (2012)
generated a unified framework for illustrating the classical rough set approximation based
on dMZ measure. The local ratio distances are widely applied in image processing, text classification, social networks, and many other problems. The global ratio distance is not so
common-used for distinguishing two granules; however, it is beneficial when referring to
construct the higher level distance between partition granular structures with a special feature (Qian et al. 2014; Wang and Liang 2007; Qian et al. 2009, 2017). Table 2 displays
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C12 (Y2 ) = 3
sh∩ (X2 ⊑ Y2 ) = 1

sh∪ (X2 ⊑ Y2 ) = 1

sh∩c (X2 ⊑ Y2 ) = 1

sh∪c (X2 ⊑ Y2 ) = 1

shl (X2 ⊑ Y2 ) = 1

C12 (Y1 ) = 0
sh∩ (X1 ⊑ Y1 ) = 1

sh∪ (X1 ⊑ Y1 ) = 1

sh∩c (X1 ⊑ Y1 ) = 1

sh∪c (X1 ⊑ Y1 ) = 1

shl (X1 ⊑ Y1 ) = 1

OB = {o1 , … , o9 }

Distance

Similarity

Overlap

Subsethood

C2 (Y2 ) = 1

C2 (Y1 ) = 0

Only for Yi
(j = 1, … , 6)

DMZ (X2 , Y2 ) = 0

Dy (X2 , Y2 ) = 0

Dl (X2 , Y2 ) = 0

Dl (X1 , Y1 ) = 0

Sd (X2 , Y2 ) = 1

Sd (X1 , Y1 ) = 1

DMZ (X1 , Y1 ) = 0

Sm (X2 , Y2 ) = 1

Sm (X1 , Y1 ) = 1

Dy (X1 , Y1 ) = 0

Sj (X2 , Y2 ) = 1

Os (X2 , Y2 ) = 0

Sj (X1 , Y1 ) = 1

Oz (X2 , Y2 ) = 1

Os (X1 , Y1 ) = 0

9

Oz (X1 , Y1 ) = 0

9

C12 (Y4 ) = 15
sh∩ (X4 ⊑ Y4 ) = 34
sh∪ (X4 ⊑ Y4 ) = 56
sh∩c (X4 ⊑ Y4 ) = 23
sh∪c (X4 ⊑ Y4 ) = 34
shl (X4 ⊑ Y4 ) = 98
Oz (X4 , Y4 ) = 12
Os (X4 , Y4 ) = 34
Sj (X4 , Y4 ) = 21
Sm (X4 , Y4 ) = 32
Sd (X4 , Y4 ) = 32
DMZ (X4 , Y4 ) = 12
Dy (X4 , Y4 ) = 31
Dl (X4 , Y4 ) = 13

sh∩ (X3 ⊑ Y3 ) = 13
sh∪ (X3 ⊑ Y3 ) = 35
sh∩c (X3 ⊑ Y3 ) = 34
sh∪c (X3 ⊑ Y3 ) = 23
shl (X3 ⊑ Y3 ) = 92
Oz (X3 , Y3 ) = 15
Os (X3 , Y3 ) = 13
Sj (X3 , Y3 ) = 51
Sm (X3 , Y3 ) = 95
Sd (X3 , Y3 ) = 31
DMZ (X3 , Y3 ) = 45
Dy (X3 , Y3 ) = 32
Dl (X3 , Y3 ) = 49

C2 (Y4 ) = 10

9

C( 1 ,1) (Y4 ) =

Dl (X5 , Y5 ) = 1

Dy (X5 , Y5 ) = 1

Sd (X5 , Y5 ) = 92
DMZ (X5 , Y5 ) = 1

Sm (X5 , Y5 ) = 0

Sj (X5 , Y5 ) = 0

Os (X5 , Y5 ) = 0

shl (X5 ⊑ Y5 ) =
Oz (X5 , Y5 ) = 0

2
3

sh∩c (X5 ⊑
sh∪c (X5 ⊑ Y5 ) = 0

6
9
Y5 ) = 23

sh∪ (X5 ⊑ Y5 ) =

C12 (Y5 ) = 21
sh∩ (X5 ⊑ Y5 ) = 0

C2 (Y5 ) = 15

9

C( 1 ,1) (Y5 ) =

2
3

1
3

7
9

Gy (X5 ) = 3

Gyy (X5 ) = 6

9

G( 1 ,1) (X5 ) =

1
Gq (X5 ) = 12
C(1,1) (Y5 ) = 6

4
9

X5 = {o1 , o2 , o3 }
Y5 = {o4 , o5 , … , o9 }
G(1,1) (X5 ) = 3

Gq (X4 ) = 61
C(1,1) (Y4 ) = 5

Gyy (X4 ) = 27
4
Gy (X4 ) = 6

9

G( 1 ,1) (X4 ) =

X4 = {o2 , o3 , … , o5 }
Y4 = {o3 , o4 , … , o9 }
G(1,1) (X4 ) = 4

C12 (Y3 ) = 6

C2 (Y3 ) = 3

9

1
3

C( 1 ,1) (Y3 ) =

2
9

C( 1 ,1) (Y2 ) =

C(1,1) (Y1 ) = 0
C( 1 ,1) (Y1 ) = 0

Complexity

1
Gq (X3 ) = 12
C(1,1) (Y3 ) = 3

1
3

Gy (X3 ) = 3

Gyy (X3 ) = 6

9

G( 1 ,1) (X3 ) =

1
Gq (X2 ) = 72
C(1,1) (Y2 ) = 2

2
9

X3 = {o1 , o2 , o3 }
Y3 = {�3 , o4 , o5 }
G(1,1) (X3 ) = 3

Gyy (X2 ) = 92
Gy (X2 ) = 1

9

G( 1 ,1) (X2 ) =

X2 = {o1 , o2 }
Y2 = {o1 , o2 }
G(1,1) (X2 ) = 2

Gy (X1 ) = 0
Gq (X1 ) = 0

Gyy (X1 ) = −

9

X1 = �
Y1 = �
G(1,1) (X1 ) = 0
G( 1 ,1) (X1 ) = 0

Only for Xi
(i = 1, … , 6)

Granularity

Granule pairs

Representative

Table 2  The typical computation examples for the six granule uncertainty measues

9

1
3

Dl (X6 , Y6 ) =

1
3

Dy (X6 , Y6 ) = 1

DMZ (X6 , Y6 ) = 1

Sm (X6 , Y6 ) = 32
Sd (X6 , Y6 ) = 0

Sj (X6 , Y6 ) = 0

Os (X6 , Y6 ) = 0

Oz (X6 , Y6 ) = 0

shl (X6 ⊑ Y6 ) = 1

sh∪c (X6 ⊑ Y6 ) = 1

sh∩c (X6 ⊑ Y6 ) = 1

sh∪ (X6 ⊑ Y6 ) = 1

C12 (Y6 ) = 6
sh∩ (X6 ⊑ Y6 ) = 1

C2 (Y6 ) = 3

9

C( 1 ,1) (Y6 ) =

C(1,1) (Y6 ) = 3

Gy (X6 ) = 0
Gq (X6 ) = 0

Gyy (X6 ) = −

X6 = �
Y6 = {o7 , o8 , o9 }
G(1,1) (X6 ) = 0
G( 1 ,1) (X6 ) = 0
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computational examples of six granular uncertainty measures for six pairs of typical
granules.

4 Uncertainty measures at the granular‑structure level
This section will focus on the top level and discuss the corresponding uncertainty measures for granular-structures, especially for partitions based on the uncertainty measures for
granules. A partition, the simplest and essential granular structure, is a non-overlapping
granulation of a universe. A partition is a family of granules with a special granular structure in granular computing. The property and relation measures of partitions should be
closely related to those of their granules. Hence, we analyze uncertainty measures for partitions, starting from granules’ uncertainty measures.
Let Π be a set of all partitions on the universe OB. A property measure for partitions is
a kind of function 𝕄 ∶ Π → ℜ, and a relationship measure for partitions is another kind
of function 𝕄 ∶ Π × Π → ℜ. Several kinds of uncertain measures have been proposed to
depicting the characteristics and relationship between partitions in many partition-based
granular computing tasks (Miao and Wang 1998; Liang and Shi 2004; Dai and Tian 2013;
Yao 2003; Quinlan 1986; Beaubouef et al. 1998; Düntsch and Gediga 1998; Wierman
1999). Researchers have proposed these uncertainty measures under different models and
various applications; however, the natural construction methods and inherent physical
meanings of them have not been investigated in the literature yet. In this section, we investigate the bottom-up construction methods of partitions’ uncertainty measures and reviewing six representative partition measures including two property measures: granularities
and complexities, and four association measures: consistent inclusions, overlaps, similarities and distances.

4.1 Two construction methods for partition measures
On the fact that partitions are at the top of the trilevel architecture supported by the granule
level, then the partition measures are naturally dependent on and further lifted from the
corresponding measures for granules. Ahead of introducing the six representative partition
measures, we demonstrate the possible ways to construct two special classes of partition
measures from those for granules.
A partition on OB is denoted as 𝜋 = {X1 , X2 , … , XT }, with the associated probability
|Xi |
. A pair of partitions on OB is given as
distribution P𝜋 = {p1 , p2 , … , pT } of pi = |OB|
𝜋1 = {X1 , X2 , … , XT }, 𝜋2 = {Y1 , Y2 , … , YL } with a crossed probability distribution
( )
|Xi ∩Yj |
(i = 1, 2, … , T, j = 1, 2, … , L).
P𝜋1 ,𝜋2 = pij of pij = |OB|
Let M be a general property granule measure on OB. Applying M on each granule in 𝜋,
we obtain the vector of the corresponding numerical characteristics as:

𝐚M = (M(X1 ), M(X2 ), … , M(XT )).
Let M ′ be a general associate uncertainty measure on OB. One can numerize the association relation for each pair (Xi , Yj ) derived from 𝜋1 and 𝜋2 , as a consequence, we obtain a
measure matrix as:
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𝐀M�

�
�
⎛ M (X1 , Y1 ) M (X1 , Y2 )
�
⎜ M (X2 , Y1 ) M � (X2 , Y2 )
=⎜
⋮
⋮
⎜ �
⎝M (XT , Y1 ) M � (XT , Y2 )

… M � (X1 , YL ) ⎞
… M � (X2 , YL ) ⎟
⎟.
⋱
⋮
⎟
�
… M (XT , YL )⎠

Consider the construction ways of property measures for partitions first. On the one hand,
a partition is a group of disjoint granules. We can construct a partition measure by integrating the corresponding measures of granules by some aggregating operators. On the other
hand, a partition is a super granule with some atomic granules, the measures for granules
can also be recursively applied to construct a measure for a partition. The two perspectives
give a hint to construct the property measures for partitions in the following two ways.
– Method I (Aggregation-based construction method). Let Δ be an aggregation operator.
We can integrate these granule measures into a single value for constructing a partition
property measure:

𝕄Δ (𝜋) = Δ(M(X1 ), M(X2 ), … , M(XT )),

(26)

in which Δ can be max, min, arithematic-mean (AM), weight arithematic-mean
(WAM), ordered weighted average (OWA), geometric-mean (GM), and any other operators (Xu and Da 2003). Among all the operators, WAM is a common-used operator to
calculate the expectation of the granule measures. Then, a more specific expectation
construction method is shown as:

𝕄WAM (𝜋) =

T
∑

pi M(Xi ) =

i=1

T
∑
|Xi |
M(Xi ).
|OB|
i=1

(27)

– Mothod II (Recursive construction method). Taking a partition 𝜋 as a super granule,
we can measure it as a granule with M(𝜋). For the granules in it, the measure M is still
served for them as M(Xi ) (i = 1, 2, … , T). Then the corresponding partition measure
can recursively defined as:
(
)
𝕄(M,⊕) (𝜋) = M(𝜋) ⊕ ⊕ (M(X1 ), M(X2 ), … , M(XT )) ,
(28)
where ⊕ is a algebraic operator that ususally be set with a addition or multiplication
operator. As the most straightforward operator, addition, is often used to integrate the
measures for different granules in a partition. Then, a more specific and simple recursive measure for 𝜋 is given as:

𝕄(M,+) (𝜋) = M(𝜋) +

T
∑

M(Xi ).

(29)

i=1

By referring to the association measures for partitions, we construct it by computing the
corresponding relative measures of the across granule pairs in a bottom-up manner as
the following general mode.
– Mothod I ′ (Aggregation-based construction method). Let Δ1 and Δ2 be two aggregation operators. Given two partitions 𝜋1 = {X1 , X2 , … , XT } and 𝜋2 = {Y1 , Y2 , … , YL }.
There are T × L cross granule pairs: (Xi , Yj )(i = 1, 2, … , T, j = 1, 2, … , L) taking
from the two partitions. Accordingly, we aggregate a bunch of association measures:
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M(Xi , Yj )(i = 1, 2, … , T, j = 1, 2, … , L) by Δ1 and Δ2 to construct a new partition measure:
𝕄�

(Δ1 ,Δ2 )

T
L
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = Δ1 i=1
Δ2 j=1
M � (Xi , Yj ),

(30)

in which Δ2 integrates the associate measures between Xi and each Yj , and Δ1 combines the integrated measures for each Xi into a final value. If Δ1 = Δ2 , we can
denote the 𝕄� (Δ1 ,Δ1 ) (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) as 𝕄� (Δ1 ) (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) for short. The weight agrithematic-mean
operator is suitable and commonly applied to aggregate the discrete ditribution. Let
Δ1 = Δ2 = WAM. We obtain a more specific and simple association measure for partitions as:

𝕄� WAM (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
=

∑T

�Xi � ∑L �Xi ∩Yj � �
M (Xi , Yj )
i=1 �OB�
j=1 �X �
∑T ∑L �Xi ∩Yj � i�
M (Xi , Yj ).
i=1
j=1 �OB�

(31)

Some other combinations of operators can also be used to build partition measures
with special interpretations for particular applications, if the generated measures satisfy
the necessary conditions.
The aggregation and recursive construction methods with flexible aggregation operators
proposed above provide various ways for producing different partition uncertainty measures. Moreover, these partition uncertainty measures constructed from the corresponding granule measures show more illustrative and concrete physical meanings. In addition,
the calculation of partition measures is simple and easy to obtain. Suppose the number of
objects in a universe OB is N, and the greatest granule on OB is with N elements. Hence,
all the proposed partition property measures take computational complexity O(N 2 ), and the
partition association measures take a higher complexity with O(N 3 ). In most cases, the calculation steps are much less than the theoretical analysis.
In what follows, we will overview two types of property measures and four classes
of association measures for partitions and also display several successful construction
instances for each measurement.

4.2 Granularity measures of partitions
A partition is a granulation of a universe. To quantify the degree of granulation and accurately reflect the coarsening-refinement relation on partitions, several essential types of
research on partition granularities had been proposed in the framework of rough set theory in the Late 1990s (Beaubouef et al. 1998; Düntsch and Gediga 1998). Later, several
attempts have been made by Wierman Wierman 1999), Liang and Qian 2008; Liang and
Shi 2004), and Zhu 2012) to define granularity based on a set of axioms regarding an order
relation on all partitions. Recently, Yao and Zhao (2012) explored the measurement-theoretic foundations for the granularity measure and concluded that a partition granularity
should formulate a qualitative “finer than” relation and truthfully reflect the homomorphism properties.
Given two partitions 𝜋1 and 𝜋2 , 𝜋1 is called a refinement of 𝜋2 , denoted as 𝜋1 ⪯ 𝜋2 , if and
only if ∀Xi ∈ 𝜋1 , ∃Yj ∈ 𝜋2 , such that Xi ⊆ Yj . If 𝜋1 ⪯ 𝜋2 and 𝜋1 ≠ 𝜋2 , we say 𝜋1 is a proper
refinement of 𝜋2 and write it as 𝜋1 ≺ 𝜋2 . The two partitions are size-isomorphic, written as 𝜋1 ≡p 𝜋2 , if and only if there exists a bijection f ∶ 𝜋1 → 𝜋2 satisfying the condition
|Xi | = |f (Xi )| for all Xi ∈ 𝜋1 . Based on the definition of “finer than” and homomorphism
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relations, Yao and Zhao (2012) proposed a more generalized axiomatic definition for patition
granularities.

Definition 7 Suppose Π is the set of all partitions for a finite nonempty universe OB. A
function 𝔾 ∶ Π → ℜ is called a granularity of a partition, if it satisfies the following conditions: for all 𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ∈ Π,
– (nonnegativity) 𝔾(𝜋1 ) ≥ 0;
– (monotonicity) 𝜋1 ≺ 𝜋2 ⇒ 𝔾(𝜋1 ) ≤ 𝔾(𝜋2 );
– (size invariant) 𝜋1 ≡p 𝜋2 ⇒ 𝔾(𝜋1 ) = 𝔾(𝜋2 ).
The three conditions in Definition 7 naturally correspond to those for defining a measure of granularity of a granule in Definition 2. Unlike the case of granularity measures for
granules, a partition granularity is no longer a strictly monotonic increasing transformation
of the cardinality of the set. It is not easy to characterize the family of measures defined in
Definition 7. Nevertheless, we can construct the corresponding classes of granularities for
partitions in a bottom-up manner mentioned in the subsection above.

4.2.1 Information‑theoretic measures of granularities
The Shannon entropy and the Hartley entropy have been widely used to measure the structuredness of an attribute in a database and the nonspecificity of a finite set or a granule
(Hartley 1928; Yao 2003; Lee 1987). Many authors applied them to design partition granularity measures (Miao and Wang 1998; Dai and Tian 2013; Düntsch and Gediga 1998;
Wierman 1999). These measures may be with the different names but naturally a kind of
partition granularity measure. In Wierman (1999), Wierman defined a partition entropy
to measure the granularity of a partition explicitly. Duntsch Düntsch and Gediga (1998),
Miao and Wang (1998), and Dai and Tian (2013) used the Shannon entropy to define the
granularity of a partition.
Wierman (1999) proposed the first axiomatic study of granularity measure for partitions
and discussed the property of size-isomorphic. The corresponding partition granularity is
given as:

𝔾WAM
(𝜋) =
w

T
∑
|Xi |
log2 |Xi |.
|OB|
i=1

(32)

Eq. (32) is called the granularity (Yao 2003), rough entropy (Liang and Shi 2004) and coentropy (Bianucci et al. 2007) of a partition. The famous Shannon entropy is with the form
as follows:

𝔼WAM
(𝜋) =
s

T
T
∑
∑
|Xi |
|Xi |
(− log2 pi )pi = −
,
log2
|OB|
|OB|
i=1
i=1

(33)

where − log pi is interpreted as a measure of information provided by an event Xi with probability pi . (Liang and Shi 2004; Liang et al. 2002) proposed the complementary entropy as:

𝔼WAM
(𝜋) =
l
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T
T
∑
∑
|Xi | |Xic |
|Xi |
|Xi |
=
(1 −
).
|OB| |OB|
|OB|
|OB|
i=1
i=1

(34)
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This equation shows that Liang’s entropy is different from Shannon’s entropy by replacing
|Xi |
|Xi |
. Nevertheless, it brings more effects to depicting and measuring the
with 1 − |OB|
− log |OB|
fuzziness and roughness of partitions. Although both of the two measures above are called
the information entropy, they can also directly reflect the granularity level. It is easy to verify that there is a complementary relationship between the Shannon entropy and Wierman
(𝜋) + 𝔾WAM
(𝜋) = log2 |OB|. Similarly, we can prove that Liang’s
granularity with 𝔼WAM
s
w
entropy is also complementary to a particular measure of granularity. The bigger the information entropy of a partition, the smaller the granularity of it.

4.2.2 A parameterized family of partition granularities
Taking the parameterized family of granule granularities G(a,b) (X) = a|X|b , and the construction mode I presented in Sect. 4.1 in to consideration, Yao and Zhao (2012) proposed
an expectation (WAM operator) based parameterized partition granularity family by:

𝔾WAM
=
(a,b)

T
∑
|Xi |
a|Xi |b .
|OB|
i=1

(35)

Eq. (35) covers several partition granularities in the literature. Setting a = 1 and b = 1, it
can be generate Feng’s partition granularity measure (Feng et al. 2010) by:

𝔾WAM
(𝜋) =
f

T
∑
|Xi |
|Xi |.
|OB|
i=1

(36)

1
and b = 1, one can get Miao’s partition granularity measure (Miao and
Setting a = |OB|
Wang 1998) with:

𝔾WAM
(𝜋) =
m

T
T
∑
∑
|Xi × Xi |
|Xi | |Xi |
.
=
|OB × OB|
|OB| |OB|
i=1
i=1

(37)

It can be verified that Eqs.(34) and (37) are complementary to each other.

4.2.3 Some other partition granularities
Yao and Zhao (2012) gave an interpretation of partition granularity with the simplest
meaning by computing the expectation of the granule granularities given in Eq. (5):

𝔾WAM
(𝜋) =
y

(
))
(
T
∑
|Xi |
1
|OB| 1 −
= |OB| − T.
|OB|
|Xi |
i=1

(38)

Eq. (38) shows that the cardinality of a partition can also determine the granularity. This
kind of granularity has been impliedly applied in some other studies (Zhu 2012; Liang
et al. 2009).
In order to remove the effects of self-intersection and the symmetric intersection, Liang
and Qian (2008), Qian and Liang (2008) suggested using the combination number to calculate the granularity and entropy of a partition, called combination granularity and combination entropy:
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(𝜋)
𝔾WAM
q

(|Xi |)
T
T
∑
∑
|Xi | 2
|Xi | |Xi |(|Xi | − 1)
=
.
(|OB|) =
|OB|
|OB| |OB|(|OB| − 1)
i=1
i=1

(39)

2

The combination granularity 𝔾WAM
(𝜋) is actually the expectation of granule granularities
q
in Eq. (7).
So far, all existing research on partition granularity measures is the expectation value of
the corresponding granule granularity measures. Although the other aggregating operators
have not been applied to define a partition granularity, it does not mean they can not work.
Considering the sifter in filtering some granular objects, one may care about the maximum
granularity of granules, but not the traditional average one. The corresponding granularity
measure for partitions can be denoted as 𝔾MAX (𝜋). Therefore, the other operators may be
applied to define a new partition granularity in other problems. The two methods discussed
in Sect. 4.1 open a wide way for construction more reasonable and suitable granularities
for partitions.

4.3 Complexity measures of partitions
The complexity measure plays a vital role in partition-based granular computing. The
structure of a partition gives rise to the two sources of the corresponding complexity measures: the number of the granules (blocks) and the number of elements in each granule. A
partition complexity measure is determined, to some degree, by the interaction of elements
and granules. Based on this consideration, Yao (2019) first discussed complexity measures for partition, and discussed the axiomatic characterization of a complexity measure
for granular structures. In Yao (2019), the isomorphic relation between two partitions was
given as follows.
A partition 𝜋1 is isomorphic to another partition 𝜋2, written 𝜋1 ≅ 𝜋2, if we can obtain 𝜋2
from 𝜋2 by a bijection f ∶ OB → OB, and vise versa. That is, two objects f(a) and f(b) are
in the same block of 𝜋2 if and only if a and b are in the same block of 𝜋1 . In addition, Yao
(2019) analyzed the refinement-coarsening relation does not work for the partition complexity. The concept of “equally or less complex than” relation ⪯c was proposed to show
the partial ordering of partitions. Yao (2019) said that a general definition of ⪯c may be
impossible to give, but it is possible to define it under a specific interpretation. Then, the
following three properties are given to restrict a partition complexity.

Definition 8 A function ℂ ∶ Π → ℜ is called a complexity of a partition, if it satisfies the
following three conditions: for all 𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ∈ Π,
– (nonnegativity) ℂ(𝜋1 ) ≥ 0;
– (structure invariant) 𝜋1 ≅ 𝜋2 ⇒ ℂ(𝜋1 ) = ℂ(𝜋2 );
– (monotonicity) 𝜋1 ⪯c 𝜋2 ⇒ ℂ(𝜋1 ) ≤ ℂ(𝜋2 ).
The properties given in Definition 8 are followed from those of Definition 3. If the two
partitions on the same universe have the same structure, they have the same complexity.
Moreover, the partition complexity should follow the intuition complex order relation
between the given two partitions. Incorporation with the recursive way of construction, we
may additionally synthesize the two parts of granule complexities together through a pure
or hybrid way as:
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ℂ(C,+) (𝜋) = C(𝜋) +

∑

C(X),

X∈𝜋

or

ℂ(C,C,+)
(𝜋) = C(𝜋) +
1

∑

C(X).

X∈𝜋

(40)

(41)

These two ways are consists of two parts: the first structure complexity and the second
inner complexity of a granule. When the structure of granules in a partition is similar to the
structure of elements in each granule, Eq. (40) is suitable to calculate the partition complexity. If the two structures are different, we may take the second one to generate a higher
complexity.
Based on the given granule complexities in Sect. 3.2, Yao (2019) proposed the noncumulative and cumulative complexity measure of partitions simply as:
∑
Ck (X),
ℂk(C,+) (𝜋) = Ck (𝜋) +
(42)
X∈𝜋

and

ℂk(C,+)
(𝜋) = C1k (𝜋) +
1

∑
X∈𝜋

where C( X) =

(|X|)
k

and C1k (X) =

C1k (X),

(43)

�X� � �
∑
�X�
l=1

l

.

By referring to the hybrid construction one, we should take into the real structures
within a partition or a granule.
So far, the present work of complexity measures for partitions considers the addition algebraic operator and focuses on the theoretical investigation. The multiplication
operator has not been noticed yet. On some occasions, the multiplication operator may
show extraordinary effects on describing the complexity of partitions. The proposed
general complexity measures are appliable to any partition-based granular computing
where the complexity is of primary concern. One should explicitly set both the relative parameter k and the concrete construction way according to practical applications’
actual structures.

4.4 Consistent inclusion degrees of partitions
Like the inclusion relation for granules, a refinement relation between two partitions means
one partition is consistently included in the other partition. Moreover, the refinement relationship is qualitatively defined by checking the inclusion relation between some granule
pairs. As we know, this kind of refinement relation is not always strictly satisfied. It is
necessary to quantitatively describe the degree of consistent inclusion relations between
partitions.
For measuring the consistent inclusion degree of partitions, it is reasonable to construct
it from the inclusion degree (subsethood) of granules. Just as subsethood measure, the consistent inclusion degree is a one-way relation measure to depict a general inclusion from
one partition to another. Then, we give the following construction way of a general consistent inclusion degree.
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Definition 9 Given two partitions 𝜋1 = {X1 , X2 , … , XT } and 𝜋2 = {Y1 , Y2 , … , YL }. Let ⊑
be a subsethood measure for granules. A consistant inclusion degree of 𝜋1 to 𝜋2 is defined
as:
̂ 2) =
ℂ𝕀WAM (𝜋1 ⊑𝜋

T
L
∑
|Xi | ∑ |Xi ∩ Yj |
sh(Xi ⊑ Yj ).
|OB| j=1 |Xi |
i=1

(44)

The consistent inclusion degree for partitions entirely depends on the given subsethood
of granules. The boundary condition, monotonicity, duality, and addictivity can also be
applied to analyze the properties of a consistent inclusion degree for partitions. The properties of the participating subsethood for granules determine the corresponding properties of
the consistent inclusion degree.
Researchers have paid attention to the consistent inclusion degree in data mining and
knowledge discovery. The condition entropy measure is one of the essential measures to
reflect the consistent inclusion degree (Qian et al. 2008; Ng et al. 2017; Dai et al. 2012;
Kossentini et al. 1996). Liang and Shi (2004) designed a complementary condition entropy
to measure the uncertainty and fuzziness degree of a partition under a given partition. Qian
and Liang (2008) presented a combinational conditional entropy for measuring the knowledge content of a partition under a given partition. Recently, Li et al. (2020) proposed an
inclusion degree for partitions based on the characteristic function of the subset. Leave
aside various forms of these measures, we investigate the nature of them and construct
them by some particular granule inclusion degrees.
In what follows, the granule subsethood measure is used to construct the existing several condition entropies and the partition inclusion degree. Generally, an inclusion degree
for partitions is an expectation of the across granule subsethood. The three essential conditional entropies can be seen as the corresponding complementary expectation of granule
subsethood measures across the two given partitions. Therefore, they all naturally reflect
the consistent inclusion degree between two partitions.
Given two partitions 𝜋1 = {X1 , X2 , … , XT } and 𝜋2 = {Y1 , Y2 , … , YL }.
– Let the subsethood measure be with the simplest and qualitative characteristic as:
{
1, X = Y,
sh0 (X ⊑ Y) =
0, X ≠ Y.
The corresponding expectation subsethood measure:

̂ 2) =
ℂ𝕀WAM
(𝜋1 ⊑𝜋
0
=

T
∑

�Xi �
�OB�

i=1
�OB�

L
∑

�Xi ∩Yj �

j=1

�Xi �

∑

�[oi ]𝜋1 ∩[oi ]𝜋2 �

i=1

�OB�

sh0 (Xi ⊑ Yj )
(45)

sh0 ([oi ]𝜋1 ⊑ [oi ]𝜋2 ),

is exactly the inclusion degree for partitions in Li et al. (2020).
– Given a granule subsethood with the form as:
{
log2 |X∩Y|
+ 1, X ≠ �,
|X|
sh∩1 (X ⊑ Y) =
1,
X = �.
The expectation of subsethood measures for granules in the two partitions is given as:
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T
∑

̂ 2) =
ℂ𝕀WAM
(𝜋1 ⊑𝜋
∩1

i=1
T

∑

=

i=1

�Xi �
�OB�
�Xi �
�OB�

L
∑

�Xi ∩Yj �

j=1
L

�Xi �

∑

�Xi ∩Yj �

j=1

�Xi �

sh∩1 (Xi ⊑ Yj )
(log2

(46)

�Xi ∩Yj �

+ 1).

�Xi �

The classical condition Shannon conditional entropy is defined as:

ℂ𝔼WAM
(𝜋2 |𝜋1 ) = 1 −
s

T
L
∑
|Xi ∩ Yj |
|Xi | ∑ |Xi ∩ Yj |
,
log2
|OB| j=1 |Xi |
|Xi |
i=1

in which 0 log 0 = 0. It is easy to check that Eq. (46) is the complementary of the classical condition entropy (Ng et al. 2017; Dai et al. 2012; Kossentini et al. 1996).
– Given a subsethood in Eq. (14e) as:

|X c ∪ Y|
.
|OB|

shl (X ⊑ Y) =

The expectation of subsethood measures for granules in the two partitions is given as:

̂ 2) =
ℂ𝕀WAM
(𝜋1 ⊑𝜋
l
=

T
∑
i=1
T

∑

i=1

�Xi �
�OB�
�Xi �
�OB�

L
∑

shl (Xi ⊑ Yj )

j=1
L

∑

�Xi ∩Yj � �Xic ∪Yj �
�Xi �

j=1

�OB�

(47)

.

Liang’s complementary conditional entropy is with the form as Liang and Shi (2004):

ℂ𝔼l (𝜋2 |𝜋1 ) =

L
T
∑
∑
|Xi ∩ Yj | |Yjc − Xic |

|OB|

i=1 j=1

|OB|

.

̂ 2 ) = 1. Hence,
There exists the complementary relation as: ℂ𝔼l (𝜋2 |𝜋1 ) + ℂ𝕀WAM
(𝜋1 ⊑𝜋
l
it can be concluded that Liang’s complementary conditional entropy is an unit translation of the inverse of the consitent inclusion degree of partition.
– Given a subsethood
(|X∩Y|) (|X|)
− 2
2
sh(X ⊑ Y) = 1 +
(|OB|)
2

satisfing the two conditions:
(1) sh(X ⊑ Y) reaches the maximum value, iff X ⊆ Y;
(2) X1 ⊆ X2 ∧ (X1 ∩ Y = X2 ∩ Y) ⟹ sh(X2 ⊑ Y) ≤ sh(X1 ⊑ Y). We calculated the
expectation of subsethood measures for granules in the two partition as:
WAM

ℂ𝕀

̂ 2) =
(𝜋1 ⊑𝜋

T
∑
i=1

�Xi �
�OB�

=1+

T
∑
i=1

L
∑

�Xi ∩Yj �

j=1

�Xi �

�Xi �
�OB�

(1 + sh(Xi ⊑ Yj ))

L
∑

�Xi ∩Yj �

j=1

�Xi �

j � − �Xi �
(�Xi ∩Y
) (2)
2
.
(�OB�
)
2

(48)
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Qian’s combinational conditional entropy (Qian and Liang 2008) takes the form
as:
(|Xi |)
(|X ∩Y |) )
(
T
L
∑
∑
|Xi ∩ Yj | i 2 j
|Xi | 2
ℂ𝔼q (𝜋2 |𝜋1 ) =
( )−
(|OB|) .
|OB| |OB|
|OB|
i=1
j=1
2

2

We can take several steps to prove that Qian’s combinational condition entropy
and the newly defined consistent inclusion degree are complementary with
WAM

ℂ𝕀

̂ 2 ) + ℂ𝔼q (𝜋2 |𝜋1 ) = 1.
(𝜋1 ⊑𝜋

The above analysis shows that Li’s partition inclusion degree (Li et al. 2020) is precisely
the expectation of the qualitative subsethood. Shannon’s conditional entropy (Kossentini et al. 1996), Liang’s complementary conditional entropy (Liang and Shi 2004), and
Qian’s combinational conditional entropy (Qian and Liang 2008) are complementary to the
expectation of the three particular granule subsethood measures, also called the consistent
inclusion degrees of partitions. Theoretically, one can design lots of consistent inclusion
degrees for partitions based on the plenty of subsethood measures for granules and the
different aggregation approaches. Actually, the partition consistent inclusion degree and
its ordering variant had been applied to monotonic classifications based decision trees in
Hu et al. (2012), Qian et al. (2015) and other famous machine learning algorithms. It is
worth examining the related characteristics of the partition consistent inclusion measures
in future researches.

4.5 Overlap measures of partitions
Overlap measures have been received much attention in fuzzy community detections and
overlapping partitional clustering problems (Gómez et al. 2016; Capitaine and Frélicot
2011). However, most of the overlap measures are discussed in fuzzy settings, and there
is little overlap measure for partitions in an accurate setting. In this subsection, we discuss the overlap measures for partitions in an accurate setting. An overlap measure for partitions should be a function 𝕆 ∶ Π × Π → ℜ satisfying the following conditions: for all
𝜋1 , 𝜋2 , 𝜋3 ∈ Π,
–
–
–
–

(boundedness) 0 ≤ 𝕆(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) ≤ 1,
(consistence) 𝜋1 = 𝜋2 ≠ � ⇒ 𝕆(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = 1,
(symmetricity) 𝕆(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = 𝕆(𝜋2 , 𝜋1 ),
(invariance) (|[oi ]𝜋1 ∩ [oi ]𝜋2 | = |[oi ]𝜋2 ∩ [oi ]𝜋3 |) ∧ (|[oi ]𝜋1 ⊕ [oi ]𝜋2 | = |[oi ]𝜋2 ⊕ [oi ]𝜋3 |)
(i=1,2,...,N) ⇒ 𝕆(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = 𝕆(𝜋2 , 𝜋3 ).

The boundedness, consistence, and symmetricity are easy to understand. The last one borrows the idea from the granule overlap measure based on the element-centered angle of
view. In other words, if the corresponding granule pair is with the same numbers of their
intersection sets and symmetric differences, then the overlap degree between the two partition pairs takes the same value. As a two-way association measure, the partition overlap
measure also can be constructed by the construction method I ′ presented in Sect. 4.1.
Let O(X, Y) be an overlap measure for granules. Given two partitions
𝜋1 = {X1 , X2 , … , XT } and 𝜋2 = {Y1 , Y2 , … , YL }. One of the rational way for constructing
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a partition overlap measure is to aggregate the T × L cross granule pairs’ overlap measures. A general framework of partition overlap measure is constructed as:

𝕆(Δ1 ,Δ2 ) (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = Δ1 Ti=1 Δ2 Lj=1 O(Xi , Yj ),

(49)

where Δ1 and Δ2 can be any operator mentioned in Sect. 4.1.
Eq. (49) is a class of overlap measures for partition. Setting the operators with special meaning and selecting different granule overlap measures, one can obtain a special
partition overlap measure with different properties for special applications. In what follows, we present the corresponding partition overlap measures with the weighted arithmetic mean operator based on the two granule overlap measures in Sect. 3.4. Here, the
intersection over union overlap degree of granules is chosen to show the rationality of
constructing the corresponding partition overlap measures.
Let Xi (i = 1, 2, … , T) be a granule in 𝜋1 . For each granules in 𝜋2 , we can calculate
the granule overlap degree as:

Oz (Xi , Yj ) =

|Xi ∩ Yj |
|Xi ∪ Yj |

(j = 1, 2, … , L).

Then, the average overlap degree of Xi to 𝜋2 can be obtained as:

OWAM
(Xi , 𝜋2 ) =
z

L
∑
|Xi ∩ Yj | |Xi ∩ Yj |
j=1

|Xi |

|Xi ∪ Yj |

.

Further, we easily get the overlap measure for the two partitions as:

𝕆WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
z

T
L
∑
|Xi | ∑ |Xi ∩ Yj | |Xi ∩ Yj |
.
|OB| j=1 |Xi | |Xi ∪ Yj |
i=1

After a simple equivalent variation, we obtain the Oz-based partition overlap measure as:

𝕆WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
z

L
T
∑
∑

|Xi ∩ Yj |2

i=1 j=1

|OB||Xi ∪ Yj |

(50)

.

Similarly, the intersection over the smaller set overlap coefficient based partition overlap
measure can be constructed as:

𝕆WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
s

L
T
∑
∑

|Xi ∩ Yj |2

i=1 j=1

|OB| ⋅ min{|Xi |, |Yj |}

.

(51)

By using other operators instead of weighted arithmetic means, we can construct some
other partition overlapping measures with special properties. These partition overlap metrics can be used to evaluate the proximity of clustering results generated by different algorithms or the same algorithms with different parameters. Besides, they can also provide a
new reference perspective for judging the classifications’ validity in machine learning.
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4.6 Similarity measures of partitions
Granular computing undoubtedly plays a crucial role in building artificial intelligence,
for that the intelligent processing of data is based on analyzing their similarity and
extracting them from a large amount of information available in the environment. In
the intelligent technology and method based on granular computing, measuring similarities of granular computing has always been a hot and essential topic. As for partitions, they can also be constructed from the granule similarities in a bottom-up manner.
Given three partitions 𝜋1 , 𝜋2 , 𝜋3 ∈ Π. A similarity measure for partitions is a function
𝕊 ∶ Π × Π → ℜ satisfying the following three conditions:
– (boundedness) 0 ≤ 𝕊(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) ≤ 1 and 𝕊(𝜋1 , 𝜋1 ) = 1,
– (symmetricity) 𝕊(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = 𝕊(𝜋2 , 𝜋1 ),
– (quasi-monotonicity) 𝜋1 ⪯ 𝜋2 ⪯ 𝜋3 ⇒ 𝕊(𝜋1 , 𝜋3 ) ≤ 𝕊(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) ∧ 𝕊(𝜋1 , 𝜋3 ) ≤ 𝕊(𝜋2 , 𝜋3 ).
We know from the symmetricity above that a partition similarity measure is also a twoway associate measure. Obviously, these three conditions inherit from those of the granule similarity measure. Therefore, Method I ′ can be applied for constructing the partition similarity measures from the granule ones.
Let S(X, Y) be a kind of granule similarity measure. Like the construction of partition
overlap measures, we can aggregate the similarity measures of the cross granule pairs
in 𝜋1 = {X1 , X2 , … , XT } and 𝜋2 = {Y1 , Y2 , … , YL } to get the general partition similarity
measure as:

𝕊(Δ1 ,Δ2 ) (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = Δ1 Ti=1 Δ2 Lj=1 S(Xi , Yj ),

(52)

where Δ1 and Δ2 can be any operators mentioned in Sect. 4.1.
The weighted arithmetic-mean operator (WAM) is one of the most popular operators
in practical application. In what follows, we still take it as an example to illustrate the
construction of partition similarity measures.
The Jaccard similarity coefficient induced partition similarity measure aggregating
by the weighted arithmetic mean operator is built with the form as:

𝕊WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
j

L
T
∑
∑

|Xi ∩ Yj |2

i=1 j=1

|OB||Xi ∪ Yj |

(53)

.

The similarity measure 𝕊j (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) and the overlap measure 𝕆z (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) are with the same formula and the same value. There is no difference between the similarity and overlap measures at a higher level though the two are based on different granule measures.
The simple matching coefficient based partition similarity measure takes the form
with:

𝕊WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
m

L |X ∩ Y |(|X ∩ Y | + |X c ∩ Y c |)
T
∑
∑
i
j
i
j
j
i
i=1 j=1

|OB|2

.

(54)

The Dice coefficient based partition similarity measure is with a some complicated form
with:
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𝕊WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
d

L
T
∑
∑

2|Xi ∩ Yj |2

i=1 j=1

|OB| ⋅ (2|Xi ∩ Yj | + |Xi ∩ Yjc | + |Xic ∩ Yj |)

(55)

.

In addition, the general class of De Beats’ similarity measure for granules can generate the
corresponding partition similarity measure with:

𝕊WAM
db (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =

L |X ∩ Y | ⋅ (a𝛼
T
∑
∑
i
j
Xi ,Yj + b𝛽Xi ,Yj + c𝜔Xi ,Yj + d𝛿Xi ,Yj )
i=1 j=1

|OB| ⋅ (a� 𝛼Xi ,Yj + b� 𝛽Xi ,Yj + c� 𝜔Xi ,Yj + d� 𝛿Xi ,Yj )

,

(56)

where

𝛼Xi ,Yj = min{|Xi ∩ Yjc |, |Yj ∩ Xic |},
𝛽Xi ,Yj = max{|Xi ∩ Yjc |, |Yj ∩ X c |},
𝜔Xi ,Yj = |Xi ∩ Yj |,
𝛿Xi ,Yj = |Xic ∩ Yjc |,
with a, a� , b, b� , c, c� , d, d� ∈ {0, 1}.
Though there is a little study for partition similarity measures in the literature, they are
true with high value in knowledge discovery and data mining. With these partition similarity measures, one can take the proximity between two granular structures induced by the
indifference relationship under some attributes in an information table. The more similar
between the two partitions, the stronger the correlation between the corresponding attribute. Moreover, in a clustering problem, the similarity measure can also be applied for evaluating the closeness of the results from the given two algorithms.

4.7 Distance measures of partitions
In partition-based granular computing, one often needs to measure the distance between
two partitions from the same universe for discerning the differences between them. For
designing an adequate distance between two compartments, a granule distance should first
be differentiated and determined. Some accumulation of spaces on granules can characterize the absolute difference between two sections from the same universe. Several attempts
have been made to push the research and application of the partition distance forward in
this way (Charon et al. 2006).
Taking a partition as a knowledge in a Knowledge Base, Wang and Liang (2007; Liang
et al. 2012, 2009) proposed the concept of knowledge distance by calculating the distance
by the element-centered distances aggregation approach. Also, they analyzed the relationship between the rough entropy and knowledge distance. Qian and (Liang et al. 2009)
further discussed the correlation between knowledge distance and knowledge granularity.
Qian et al. (2017) grouped partitions by the K-means algorithm for simulating the human
being’s intelligent behavior. Chen et al. (2019) classified the distance measures as a relative
distance and absolute distance in a neighborhood system, and also constructed the granular structure distance from one of the granules. Recently, Yang et al. (2018) generalized
the granule-based partition distance to the Earth Mover’s distance-based partition distance
(EMPD) with a clear physical explanation.
A distance measure for partition should be a function 𝔻 ∶ Π × Π → ℜ. Liang and Qian
(2012), Qian et al. (2009) first discussed the axiomatic definition of a partition distance,
which should satisfy some restrictive conditions.
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Definition 10 Let Π be a set of all partitions on a universe OB. 𝜋1, 𝜋2, and 𝜋3 are three partition in Π. Then, a function 𝔻(⋅, ⋅) is a distance if it satisfies the following three conditions:
– (non-negativity) 𝔻(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) ≥ 0,
– (symmetricity) 𝔻(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = 𝔻(𝜋2 , 𝜋1 ),
– (triangle inequality) 𝔻(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) + 𝔻(𝜋2 , 𝜋3 ) ≥ 𝔻(𝜋1 , 𝜋3 ).
A partition distance should be non-negative, symmetricity and also satisfying the triangle inequality. Concerning the meaning of distance between partitions, it is reasonable to
calculate the partition distance by the weighted arithmetic-mean operator to aggregate the
cross granules’ distances. The simplest construction mode is to compute the expectation of
the granule distances as:

𝔻WAM (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =

L
T
∑
∑
|Xi ∩ Yj |
i=1 j=1

|OB|

D(Xi , Yj ).

(57)

Corresponding to the classification of granule distances given in Sect. 3.6, we still category
the existing partition distances into two classes: the local ratio partition distance and the
global ratio partition distance.

4.7.1 The local ratio partition distance
Based on the MZ distance for granules in Eq. (23), the distance between two partition 𝜋1
and 𝜋2 is built up as:

𝔻WAM
MZ (𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =

L
T
∑
∑
|Xi ∩ Yj | |Xi ⊕ Yj |
i=1 j=1

|OB|

|Xi ∪ Yj |

.

(58)

,

(59)

Replacing the granule distance as shown in Eq. (24), we obtain

𝔻WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
y

L
T
∑
∑
|Xi ∩ Yj | |Xi ⊕ Yj |
i=1 j=1

|OB| |Xi ⊗ Yj |

where |X ⊕ Y| = |X ∪ Y| − |X ∩ Y| and |X ⊗ Y| = |X ∪ Y| + |X ∩ Y|.
Both of them are constructed from the local ratio granule distances. The only difference
between them exists in the denominators of the core aggregating factors. Such a tiny difference may lead to the different properties of the two partition distances.

4.7.2 The global ratio partition distance
Given the global ratio granule distance in Eq. (25), we can also set up a global ratio partition distance as:

𝔻WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
l

L
T
∑
∑
|Xi ∩ Yj | |Xi ⊕ Yj |
i=1 j=1

|OB|

|OB|

.

(60)

It can be seen as a granule-centered global partition distance.
In the original research of Liang’s disatance, the partition distance takes the form as:
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𝔻WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
l

|OB|
1 ∑ |[oi ]𝜋1 ⊕ [oi ]𝜋2 |
,
|OB| i=1
|OB|

which is calculated by the element-centered granule distance. Given 𝜋1 = {X1 , X2 , … , XT }
and 𝜋2 = {Y1 , Y2 , … , YL }. Let 𝜋 = 𝜋1 ∩ 𝜋2 = {Zij |Zij = Xi ∩ Yj } be an augmentation parti|[o]𝜋1 ⊕[o]𝜋2 |
|Xi ⊕Yj |
tion, which includes some empty sets. For any o ∈ Zij , dl ([o]𝜋1 , [o]𝜋2 ) =
= |OB|
.
|OB|
Then, it takes a three-step to transform Liang’s partition distance into Eq. (60) as:

𝔻WAM
(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) =
l

1
�OB�

=

1
�OB�

=
=

1
�OB�

�OB�

∑

�[oi ]𝜋1 ⊕[oi ]𝜋2 �

i=1

∑ ∑

�OB�
�[o]𝜋1 ⊕[o]𝜋2 �

Zij ∈𝜋 o∈Zij
T L

∑∑

�OB�

�Xi ∩ Yj �

�Xi ⊕Yj �

�OB�
i=1 j=1
L
∑
�Xi ∩Yj � �Xi ⊕Yj �
�Xi �
.
�OB�
�Xi �
�OB�
j=1
i=1
T
∑

Thus, the element-centered formula and the granule-centered formula for determining the
global partition distance are naturally the same.
The partition distance can be used to calculate the difference between two partitions.
The new measure also provides a measurable way for grouping the higher-order granular structure spaces. People can observe and analyze the same problem from different
granulation viewpoints, which is also called human granulation intelligence. Whether
the granule distance or the partition distance, they fulfill their irreplaceable role for
solving problems intelligently (Qian et al. 2017).
Table 3 displays computational examples of six partitional uncertainty measures
for six pairs of typical partitions. We have also summarized these six important measures for granules and partitions as well as their construction ways in the above sections (see Table 4). Taking the proportion of a granule in a partition as its weight, in
most cases, one usually calculates the partition measures from the corresponding granule ones by aggregating them with some specific aggregating operators, especially with
the weighted arithmetic-mean operator. We can also conclude that a property partition
measure is usually constructed by aggregating the granule measures with one operator,
and an association measure is often built up by twice aggregating with two operators.
The aggregating and recursive modes are the two common-used constructing ways for
establishing a new partition measure by the bottom-up manner. Moreover, the recursive
way is first proposed by Yao (2019) for analyzing the construction of complexity, which
opens up a new path for designing a new partition measure.

5 Conclusions
The extensive and diverse studies on uncertainty measures in partition-based granular
computing call for in-depth analysis. In this paper, we have proposed a trilevel framework for such a purpose. With the framework, we have classified and reviewed six types
of uncertainty measures. There are three key contributions made in the paper.
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(1) The first contribution is a trilevel framework for studying the partition-based granular
structure: the object level, the granule level and the partition level. It provides a foundation for analyzing measures at a single level or between adjacent levels. Moreover,
we have concentrated on the measures at the granule level as the basic constructive
foundation for the corresponding measures at the partition level.
(2) We have categorized the measures as the type of measures of properties and the type
of measures of associations. The two types have been carefully studied at both the
granule level and the partition level. Six important classes of measures, i.e., granularities, complexities, subsethood, overlaps, similarities and distances, have been studied
on granules. Moreover, these six classes have also been studied on partitions.
(3) Under the trilevel framework of partition-based granular computing, we have investigated two constructive methods for building up a higher-level measure from a lowerlevel measure in a bottom-up manner. Aggregation operators and recursion construction
provide two constructive ways for designing a higher-level property measure. For the
sake of constructing a higher-level association measure, an aggregation double-operator
method was proposed for defining a higher-level measure of association. It has shown
that many existing measures on partitions are all the special cases of the proposed
methods.
This paper extends the study of granularity measures for partitions by Yao and Zhao
(2012). The focus of the current research was to reveal the constructive feature of the existing measures via the trilevel analysis of partition-based granular computing. Nevertheless,
there are still lots of works to be done in the future. One direction is to build some more
measures to describe additional properties and relationships in partition-based granular
computing. A second direction is to extend this study of uncertainty measures into general
granular computing. A third direction may be the generalization of these results in fuzzy
contexts.
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OB = {o1 , … , o9 }
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Similarity

Overlap
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Only for 𝜋1

Complexity

𝔾WAM
(𝜋1 ) =
m
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2(C(1,1) ,+)
ℂ1
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𝔾WAM
(𝜋2 ) =
(1,1)

=1

8
9
17
9
17
9
17
81

𝔾WAM
(𝜋1 ) = 0
y

𝔾WAM
(𝜋2 ) =
w

=1

=8

=1

=9

=9

(𝜋3 ) = 10
2(C(1,1) ,+)
ℂ1
(𝜋3 ) = 46
̂ 3) = 0
ℂ𝕀WAM
(𝜋3 ⊑𝜎
0
WAM
̂ 3) = 5 ×
ℂ𝕀∩1 (𝜋3 ⊑𝜎
9
̂ 3 ) = 41
ℂ𝕀WAM
(𝜋3 ⊑𝜎
l
81
WAM
̂ 3 ) = 14
ℂ𝕀
(𝜋3 ⊑𝜎
81
41
𝕆WAM
(𝜋
,
𝜎
)
=
3
3
z
81
𝕆WAM
(𝜋3 , 𝜎3 ) = 1
s
41
𝕊WAM
(𝜋3 , 𝜎3 ) = 81
j
41
WAM
𝕊m (𝜋3 , 𝜎3 ) = 81
131
𝕊WAM
(𝜋3 , 𝜎3 ) = 189
d
40
WAM
𝔻MZ (𝜋3 , 𝜎3 ) = 81
30
𝔻WAM
(𝜋3 , 𝜎3 ) = 91
y
40
𝔻WAM
(𝜋3 , 𝜎3 ) = 81
l
ℂ

(C(1,1) ,+)

𝔾WAM
(𝜋3 )
m
𝔾WAM
(𝜋3 )
y
𝔾WAM
(𝜋3 )
q

𝔾WAM
(𝜋3 )
(1,1)
WAM
𝔾f (𝜋3 )

𝔾WAM
(𝜋3 ) = log2 9
w

(log2 5 − 2)

𝜎3 = {{o1 , … , o4 }, {o5 , … , o9 }}

𝜋2 = {{o1 , o5 }, {o2 , o6 }, {o3 , o7 }, {o4 , o8𝜋},3 {o
=9{{o
}} 1 , o2 , … , o9 }}
𝜎2 = {{o1 , … , o4 }, {o5 , … , o9 }}

𝔾WAM
(𝜋1 )
(1,1)
WAM
𝔾f (𝜋1 )

Partition pairs

𝔾WAM
(𝜋1 ) = 0
w

𝜋1 = {{o1 }, {o2 }, … , {o9 }}

𝜎1 = {{o1 , … , o4 }, {o5 , … , o9 }}

Representative

Table 3  The typical computation examples for the six partition uncertainty measues
𝜋4 = {{o1 }, {o2 }, … , {o9 }}

1
9

1
9

=

=

𝔻WAM
(𝜋4 , 𝜎4 ) =
l

𝔻WAM
(𝜋4 , 𝜎4 ) =
y

𝔻WAM
(𝜋4 , 𝜎4 ) =
MZ

1
9
1
9
1
5
8
9
4
5
8
9

=1

𝕊WAM
(𝜋4 , 𝜎4 ) =
d

𝕊WAM
(𝜋4 , 𝜎4 )
j
𝕊WAM
(𝜋4 , 𝜎4 )
m

=

̂ 4) = 1
(𝜋4 ⊑𝜎
𝕆WAM
(𝜋4 , 𝜎4 )
z
𝕆WAM
(𝜋4 , 𝜎4 )
s

ℂ𝕀

WAM

̂ 4) = 1
ℂ𝕀WAM
(𝜋4 ⊑𝜎
l

∩

(𝜋4 ) = 54
̂ 4) = 0
ℂ𝕀WAM
(𝜋4 ⊑𝜎
0
WAM
̂ 4) = 1
ℂ𝕀 1 (𝜋4 ⊑𝜎

2(C(1,1) ,+)

ℂ1

ℂ(C(1,1) ,+) (𝜋4 ) = 18

𝔾WAM
(𝜋4 ) = 0
q

𝔾WAM
(𝜋4 ) = 0
y

𝔾WAM
(𝜋4 ) =
m

𝔾WAM
(𝜋4 ) = 1
f

𝔾WAM
(𝜋4 ) = 1
(1,1)

𝔾WAM
(𝜋4 ) = 0
w

𝜎4 = {{o1 , o2 , … , o9 }}
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Table 4  The categories and construction ways for measures of granules and partitions
Types
Property

Measures

Granule

Partition

Constructive method

𝔾(X) = ΔTi=1 (G(Xi ))
)
(
ℂ(𝜋) = C(𝜋) ⊕ ⊕Ti=1 (C(Xi ))
̂ 2 ) = Δ1 T Δ2 L (sh(Xi ⊑ Yj ))
ℂ𝕀(𝜋1 ⊑𝜋

M I (aggregation)

Granularity

G(X)

Complexity

C(X)

One-directional

Subsethood

sh(X ⊑ Y)

Bi-directional

Overlap

O(X, Y)

Similarity

S(X, Y)

Distance

D(X, Y)

i=1
j=1
𝕆(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = Δ1 Ti=1 Δ2 Lj=1 (O(Xi , Yj ))
𝕊(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = Δ1 Ti=1 Δ2 Lj=1 (S(Xi , Yj ))
𝔻(𝜋1 , 𝜋2 ) = Δ1 Ti=1 Δ2 Lj=1 (D(Xi , Yj ))

M II (recursion)
M I ′ (aggregation)
M I ′ (aggregation)
M I ′ (aggregation)
M I ′ (aggregation)

Δ, Δ1 and Δ2 are some kind of aggregation operators; ◦ is an abstract algebraic operator
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